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Harbor Search Going On For Sunday Drowning Victim

Volume 112, Number 52

Thomaston Gas

GENERAL KENNETH P. LORD, WHO

Station Entered
And $54 Stolen

DIED SUNDAY, TO BE BURIED IN

ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY

The Knox County Sheriff's Depaitment
launched an investiga‘
tion into a reported break and
i.
entry sometime o.i
Saturday night,
into the Mobilgas Service Station
in Thomaston operated by Joseph
Pietroski.
The break was reported to the
department
Sunday.
Missing
from the cash drawer was $54. the
Sheriff's Department reported.
Entrance was gained through a
rear window which was broken by
the thieves. The break was discovered by an employee when he
reported to work at 7 a. m. Sunday.

The nation will pay final tribute
.. P.
to Brigadier General, >Kenneth
_
,
Loi'd. LSA <Ret.) in military
J corn-

services to be held at Allington National Cemetery in Washington Thursday at 10 o’clock in
the mornin».
Th„ distinguished Army general
offlcer died at his Rockland home
Sunday morning. Th„ second of
his familv to ,.,,ach generaI officcl.
rank, he was the son of ,hc lak.
Major General Herbert M Lord
and Ann Waldo Lord to whom he
was p0,.n in Rockiand Dec. 11, 1888

£

\

Funeral services will be conductNothing else was reported taken e(j at the Russell Funeral Home at
from the station which is located io o’clock Tuesday morning by
on Main street.
Frederick S. Hynd of Cushing, a
reader of the Christian Science
Church.
Union Man Dozes
General Kennr |i P. Lord
General Lord entered the Army
Off At Wheel
Oct. 7. 1911 as a second lieutenant, the Philippines, was a member of
choosing the cavalry as his branch the Punitive Expedition to Mexico
And Wrecks Car
of the service.
in 1916 and saw service as a field
In the following 35 years to his artillery otficer in France during
Fatigue and eventual drowsiness
Photo by Cullen
(Continued on Page Six)
Charles Lassell, companion ill Dyer, spent the greater part of the on the part of a youthful Union retirement in 1946, he served in
Walter Dyer, brother of the drowning victim, kept an all day Sunday vigil at the tragedy scene while
searchers passed hack and forth on the water below. Coast Guardsmen are manning the dory shown day standing on the Holmes wharf, anxiously watching the dragging motorist resulted in $300 damage
Photo by McKeon operations going on offshore for Ills friend.
dragging in the foreground.
to his car when it swerved off
CHATTO COMPLETES 43 YEARS
Route 17 in East Union late Satur
Dragging operations to recover brother of the victim.
4
day
night.
the body of Richard L. Dyer, 24.
Rockland police and firemen, a 1
IN THE RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE
The driver. Herbert B. Harding.
of 6 Brick street, believed drowned 36 foot rescue boat from the Rockthe years of his service. In his
23. of Union, escaped injury but
when a small punt he and another land Coast Guard base, and volunearlier years, he worked in New
his car. a 1949 Ford sedan, sus
Rockland man were in capsized teers representing the Camden, j
York. Boston and Springfield. The
tained heavy damage to the front
past quarter century he has been
off Holmes Packing Company Thomaston and Rockport fire de
section when it clipped a power
clerk-in-charge of mail cars he
wharf in Rockland Harbor Sunday partments. the Sea and Shore Fish
pole, snapping the pole.
worked.
morning. were continued into Mon- cries Department and the Knox
Trooper Harvey Childs said the
day afternoon without success.
j County Sheriff's Department were
He has been very active in Ma
car was heading toward Union
sonic circles for years and is pre
when it left the road. Harding,
Dyer and Charles L. Lassell, 31, on hand to launch a dragging opLobstermen are asking dealers
The bill now working its way the lobstermen with whom he has the lone occupant of the car, told
sently secretary of Aurora Lodge
of Elm street, proprietor of
eration which covered a large
to agree to increasing the legal through Legislature at Augusta worked a half century.
©f Rockland. Also, he is a past
Charlie's Smoke Shop at the area.
the trooper that he fell asleep at
He indicated that he was at that the wheel.
has been amended to make the
high priest of King Soloman Tem
junction of Park and Main streets,
Coast Guard and fire depart- maximum
length of lobsters
new length effective Jan. 1. 195S. time working with dealers in an
ple Chapter and past master of
started a swim to shore when the ment search crews worked late caught in Maine waters.
! otherwise, r would go into effect effort to obtain an agreement to
King Hiram Council.
small craft swamped. Lassell told
Sunday night without success,
The
action
came Saturday some time in August as a'l bills amend the bill to extend the maxi- South Thomaston
searchers that he believed they They were aided by flood lights
Mr. Chatto servied for 30 years
are effective 90 days after legis- mum measure as urged by Dyer
were over 200 yards straight out from the Rockland fire station. morning as Leslie Dyer, president
as superintendent of the Sunday
Fire Covers
lature adjourns, unless passed as and the M.L.A.
from the wharf when the accident Sunday afternoon, the 40 Fathom of the Maine Lobstermen's AssoSchool of the Pratt Memorial Meth
Lobstermen the length of the Fifteen Acres
occurred.
| Fisheries’ small tug Yardbird ciation, conceded that the dealers, an emergency measure or carryodist Church, relinquishing the res
and those from the ranks of lob- 'ng a specific date. Coming in coast are watch'ng the outcome
ponsibility only two years ago.
He said he made it to the Stone joined the search.
Firemen
from
three
ttwns
Mr. Chatto makes his home at
wharf of the packing company.
Lassell told the investigating stermen who favored an increase the middle of the best lobstering of the proposal very closely. An
season, it could have a profound amendment to the bill, placed in battled a 15 acre forest fire at
35 McLoud street and he and his
but missed Dyer who had kept up officer. Patrolman Henry Judeeki. in the minimum legal length, had
Leroy Chatto
effect on income this year.
legislature by the bill's sponsors Pleasant Beach in South Thomas
wife, Ivy, have three sons and a
to him a'most to that point.
| that he and Dyer had borrowed a pretty much won their point in
ton Monday afternoon. The blaze
legislature.
1
Dealers
of
the
Rockland
region
this
week,
would
do
much
to
ease
Leroy Chatto. for 43 years a rail- daughter. Children of the couple
Rockland firemen were sum- punt from the Rackliff and WithLobstermen represented by the met Saturday morning in an emer- the predicted financial troubles of at first threatened a string of way mail clerk, has made his last are: Capt. Winfield Chatto, cornmoned to the scene by a call from am lobster wharf and started out
M.L.A.
contend that the loss To gency session to consider Dyer’s the lobstermen while the lobsters summer cottages along the shore. run from Rockland to Portland manding officer of Battery D 703d
the police department about 8.20 into the harbor.
The flames burned in a wide and tomorrow will be on the re- AAA Maine National Guard and a
a. m. who had been notified by
The pair lost their lone oar and them will be heavy the first year request. The proposal is to raise I are catching up with the new
face, fed by a strong southwester tired list of the Post Office De-(Rockland mail carrier; Kenneth
Mrs. Hc-vard Thomas. Mrs. Thom-: the boat was swamped in their al the three and three-sixteenths the maximum length from the legal minimum measure,
The bill goes before the House ly breeze after start'ng near the paitment.
Chatto of Wilmington. Del., and
as spotted Lassell's soaked, fl rure [ tempt to retrieve it. The men measure law is in force. They es- present five inches to perhaps five
farm home of Joseph Terestiege
He has ridden the railway post- Robert Chatto of Woodstock.
trying to get through the closed then took to the water and at- timate as much as a 2.000.000 and a quarter or five and thre?- this week for engrossment and
enactment and then to the Senate and spreading toward the beach, offices of the Postal Transporta- The daughter is Mrs. June Hathagates of the packing company and tempted to haul the craft in with pound shrinkage in their catch as sixteenth inches,
Burning in heavy woods, the tion Service over the lines of the i way of Boothbay Harbor.
The
Harold W. Look. Sr.. of Rock- for enactment and the governor’s
onto Ocean street.
them, but this proved too difficult. they thiow back all three and two
flames
came
closest
to
the
sumMaine
Central
Railroad
most
of
Chattos
have
four
grandchildren.
sixteenths
inch
lobsters,
which
are
land,
leader
of
the
dealer
forces
signature.
They then decided to swim
One of the firemen responding
Mr. Dyer and legislators point rne|’ cottage of Lewis Johnson of
now legal.
in sponsoring the three and three
(Continued on Page Two)
to the call was Walter Dyer, older
Dealers point out that higher sixteenths measure, said late out that fast action on the part of Rockland but were halted by fire
prices for those lobsters retained Monday afternoon that it was his the dealers can bring about the fighters about 125 yards atop a STILPHEN URGES LEGISLATORS
for sale will offset the loss. Both desire to act in the best interests inclusion of the maximum meas- hill behind the building.
HOTEL AND MOTEL OPERATORS
Other cottages in the immediate FROM COAST TO SUPPORT HIS
sides agree that only time will tell of the industry. He expressed a ure amendment in the bill before
TO BE ASKED TO RAISE CASH
deep interest in the problems of final passage.
vicinity threatened for a time $2,CC0,000 PRIMARY ROAD BILL
for a certainty.
______________________________________________________________________ were summer residences belonging
FOR MID-COAST TOURIST DRIVE
to A. W. Spear of New York. Irv
Representative Carl M. Stilphen I be first considered,
ing Austin of Massachusetts, C. S. of Rockland on Monday urged full |
A hearing held on the bill last
The Maine Mid-Coast Route 1 Coastal Area for the coming sea
Wooley of Florida and Albert
support of coastal county legisla-j week brought out no opposition to
Association will meet at the son.
Gould of California.
President Frederic H. Bird of
tors in fuithcring the bill which the appropriation which would
Equipment and men from South
Thorndike Hotel Wednesday eve Rockland has contacted hotel and
Thomaston. Owls Head and St. he has in committee in Augusta come from the general highway
ning to discuss publicity plans for motel owners and operators from
fund. The Maine Mid Coast Route
George joined in the battle. A for primary road funds.
Falmouth to Bar Harbor. Returns
1 Association was represented at
A 10-foot wide waterhole about Central Maine Power crew was
He said that he felt that solid
show a good attendance at the
100 yards behind the home of two- called in to stand by in the event support from the counties along the hearing by President Frederic
meeting which is scheduled to
If. Bird and Ralph W. Bartlett of
FANNIE'S
vear-old Susan Thurston of Glen utility poles became involved. The
start at 7.30.
Maine's coast for the bill, which the Rockland Chamber of Com
Cove claimed the life of the tot P°wer "as »hut °ff temporarily m
Also to be considered will be
asks $2,000,000 per year for the.j merce. both of Rockland,
ANNIVERSARY
,
.
, the area.
Saturday morning after she had
the increasing of membership
next four years for Maine's pri
toppled in while playing with other
dues in the organization and the
SALE
mary roads, would assist greatly v
V
Jaycees Prepare
youngsters
nominating committee will report
in its acceptance.
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY its slate of officers for the coming
The child, who had just turned
The bill is one offered in addi
two years old, on April 17, was the For Teen-Age
year.
tion to the funds earmarked by
Fannie's
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ronald
Bird comments that efforts will
Road-E-O Saturday the Highway Commission in its w
Thurston. The home is on Cam
be made to raise a substantial
four year plan for roads in the \
j
Dry Goods
den street, just over the Rockland
sum of money with which to fi
The Rockland Junior Chamber state. Stilphen contends that to J
ROCKLAND
line.
15 PARK ST.
nance the publicity campaign for
of Commerce will grade written do an adequate job on primary y
AIR FORCE BAND
Firemen from the Rockland de- Road-E-O examinations, taken by roads from the standpoint of A
the tourist season of 1957.
Washington, D. C.
tment with several other volun- students in Knox and Lincoln
safety and motorist convenience 8
workers, assisted by Dr. Wes- County schools the past week. additional money is needed;
i
"INTERNATIONALLY
icy Wasgatt of Rockland, labored Wednesday evening.
The bill does not limit use of «
ACCLAIMED”
for an hour to save the little girl
This
year,
for
the
first
time,
a
’
l
the funds to Route 1. but makes it X
• CHECK MEREDITH'S for the Best
■ using a resuscitator and inhala- high schools of Knox County and
available for use over the entire
tor. but were unsuccessful.
Waldoboro H gh School and Lin primary system. Route 1, being
In Inlaid Linoleum ... Felt Base
The child had wandered up a coln Academy in Lincoln County
most in need of rebuilding, could A
steep hill into the alder thicket were included.
—
|
Linoleum ... Broadloom Carpet
with her playmates: her sister
The Road-E-O takes place at
Karen. 4. and two other neighbor the Rockland Public Landing Sat Dr. Crosby French
hood children, Wanda Grindle and urday, starting at 9.20 a. m. and
... Room Size Rugs
50 Years a Mason
j
Ricky Kmet.
The area behind continuing through the day.
the,
homes
along
Route
1
is
hilly
The v.inner is eligible for state
• EXPERT INSTALLATION SERVICE ... Our Mechanics
Dr. Crosby F. Flench. Rockland
competition.
veterinarian, will l,e honored by \
Have Years of Experience in Installing Everything For
Aurora Lodge of Masons Wednes- SJ
Your Floor!
and heavily wooded.
day evening in special ceremonies Y
Frost & Wilkins,
Observers reported that Susan to -be directed by Master George 8
• FREE REPRESENTATIVE SERVICE . . . Call 1425 for
Inc., Fuel Co.
and one or two of the other chil- Bernier.
SJ
Colonel George S, Howard
dren were apparently playing
At that time. Dr. French will re- S
Our Representative Who Will Give You Floor Covering
97 MAIN’ ST. ’ ROCKLAND
CONDUCTOR
Yea, &
$
around the water hole when the reive the Masonic Fifty Year
Advice . . . Free Estimates!
Photo by McKeon
youngsti r toppled into the two Medal which is awarded to MasWILL CLOSE
-d'
1
Ronald Thurston, in light jacket, father of the two year old drown
feet of water.
j sons who have rounded out fiv
U. S. Air Force
• CHOICE ARMSTRONG FLOOR COVERINGS ... All
SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
Karen dashed back to the house decades of membership in the
ing victim, is comforted by a spectator as he watches rescuers in their
Colors and Designs In Inlaid Linoleum, Felt Base Lino
(Continued on Page Six)
order.
Band
hour-long attempt to save the child.
Beginning May 4,

•<

T

LOBSTERMEN ASK INCREASE IN MAXIMUM
MEASURE TO OFFSET POSSIBLE LOSS;
DEALER LEADER STUDYING PROPOSITION

N. Y.

Playtime Accident Takes Life
Of Two Year Old Susan Thurston

leum, Rubber Tile, Vinyl Tile! Many Other Tile!

$

Through September 28

• FAMOUS MOHAWK BROADLOOM CARPET and ROOM
SIZE RUGS ... All Colors and Patterns Now On Dis
play ... Export Installations!

• VENETIAN BUNDS and WINDOW SHADES . . . Call
1425 for Free Estimates ... Free Installation!

Time to get your telephone overhauled. We sell and
service Raytheon marine equipment. 10 waiters in stock.

‘I
I’

Ray Kangas

«■

MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.

313 MAIN ST.

PHONE 1425

ROCKLAND, ME.
•

43-T-tf

52-54

AHOY SEINERS

688 MAIN STREET
BOX 358

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 1879
51 63

FOR FULL-TIME CLERK

<•
<•

Antique Bureaus. Commodes,
and Mash Stands in pine, maple
or marble top; also Lamps,
Dishes and Picture Frames.

BOWDISH 5 and 10
THOMASTON

BUD JORDAN
1 BROAD ST. PLACE
TEL. 43t

40T »f

MATINEE 3.00 I’. M.

♦ ;

T

- WANTED —

Electronic Labs

t

*** »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦! ; Rockland Community
APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED } I fRIMT'
’■

40 HOUR WEFK - ANNUAL

J
a

^Students 55c
Adults $l.lt
)
tax Included

I

J

E» EMNG 8.15 P. M.

-

... .

TICKETS FFO.M
♦ » KO4 KLAKD LION MEMBERS,
AT GIFFORD’S OR
AT THE BOX OFFICE
u
VACATION
!0N
« j
52
********
V
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north haven

Takes State Featherweight A AU Title

ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

Rev. John Beverage, a Christian
missionary from Guatamala. Cen
tral America, is again in the
United States, calling his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Beverage
on Saturday night.
John is in
Berkley Heights, N. J., at the home
of his fiance. Miss Janet Kihlgren
and her parents.
Miss Cornelia Staples and Miss
Albert Warren returned Saturday
to West Hartford. Conn., after
spending a week at their North
Shore cottage.

Mrs. Florence B. Brown and
Miss Marjorie spent the weekend
in Rockland and vicinity visiting
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley (former
ferry operator) who spent the win
ter in Florida have returned to
their home here (Eleanor Thorn
ton house).

Mr. and Mrs. Ira Curtis and
KiihmII hunt, second from left. 126 pound Roekland featherweight who took the state title in that
Mrs. Curtis’ father from Akron.
Ohio, returned on Saturday. Ira division in the stall* amateur boxing matches Friday night in Bangor, shows his prizes to several other
Rockland entrants in the matches. Lett to right are: Doug Raye, 151 pounds, runn< r-up in the middle
and Olive have been away over a weight division; hunt; James Barnes, 140 pounds, lightweight division runner-up; and Steve Duncan, 131
week after her father.
pounds, lightweight division contender. Also representing Rockland at the AAt matches was Ted Talbot.
Elmer J. Hopkins Jr., (Jimmy) 147 pounds, weltervveight. Lunt stopped his first opponent in the initial round and decisioned his second
has returned to Knox Hospital af opponent lor the state AAV division title. He won a jacket, trophy and an entry medal. Rockland patrol
man Henry Judecki is directing the boys.
Photo by McKeon
ter spending around two weeks
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. El
Alan Valentine spent a few days |
mer J. Hopkins, Sr.
“Jim’’ hopes
this week at his Pulpit Harbor , DAMARISCOTTA MILLS ALEWIFE
soon to have the “pin” removed
home, on the farm of the late Isa
from his injured leg.
FESTIVAL SET FOR JUNE 1
E. Beverage.
Thorn Dyer, who was recently in
Memorial flowers on Sunday
Maine’s most unusual spring water lakes in which to spawn.
jured in the collapse of a staging,
were from Mrs. Herbert Parsons, I festival, dedicated to the savory For centuries Damariscotta Lake
is again able to be at work. Da Ion
.
. .
. .
the only Gold Star Mother, in mem- and succulent ale wife, has been has been a favorite spawning area
Brown who
was injured at the
'
ory of her son Hugh’s birthday on scheduled this year for June 1 at for these fast-swimming fish, and
same time, is improving slowly.
April
28
and of her nephew, Charles Damariscotta Mills.
the run there is one of the most
The latest report is that Ken
Baird
on
May 5th. Gold Star Boys.
Announcement of the third .an spectacular to be found anywhere
neth Gillis is now able to get along
Edward M. Beverage, Jr., of nual Alewife Festival was made on the coast.
nicely with a cane and on April
At the peak of the run—expect
11th Miss Sarita Beverage and Stafford Springs, Conn., recently this week at a meeting of th<
Mrs. Nina Webster Patton called spent a few days with his parents, Damariscotta - Newcastle Rotary ed to take place during the festi
on him at his Washington, D. C. Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Bever Club who .sponsor the event to val weekend -the clear waters of
raise funds for various club the stream at Damariscotta Mills
apartment. Nina assisted in serv age, Sr.
Miss Janet Lermond, a student charities.
are turned to quicksilver as solid
ing lunch to the party of four, as
According to preliminary plans, masses of fish head at full speed
Kenneth has someone stay with at Kents Hill and a friend have
him while Mrs. Gillis is employed spent a few days with her parents, the day-long celebration will in for the rapids leading up to the
clude the coronation of the world’s lake.
Halfway up, the stream
during the day. Kenneth is at 1432 Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond.
Girard St., N. W., Washington, D. C. I* Mrs. Lawrence Grant and son only alewife queen', a coloful divides, and the fish that swim to
Reginald were in Vinalhaven on ceremony which in previous years the right eventually reach the
Apt. 107. Drop him a line.
Mrs. Carrie Page, a former Saturday.
has attracted large crowds. Visit safety of the lake.
Those that
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Sprague and ors will also be served a special
North Haven resident, was 88 on
turn left, however, are quickly
April 5th, yet attends church near family went with Mr. and Mrs. banquet featuring baked smoked netted by hard-working fishermen
ly every Sunday in Washington, Daniel Pendleton to Vinalhaven on and deep-fried ate wife fillets.
who are busy harvesting the an
D. C., through the kindness of Sunday and were dinner guests of | The main attraction of the fes nual alewife crop. This life-and-i
Mrs.
Sprague
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
friends.
tival is, of course, the alewife it death struggle has for many
High School Principal and Mrs. Mrs. Percy Whittington.
self. This fish, which returns each years attracted thousands of spec
Mrs. Parker Crockett and son
Dana Smith have a new daughter,
spring from some unknown winter tators who watch, enthralled, one
Ronald
of
Portland
who
have
been
I
who arrived this week at Camden
feeding grounds in the broad of Nature’s greatest dramas.
Hospital, “Bonita Marie.”
Mr. rdfcent guests of her mother, Mrs. Atlantic, gathers by the millions
Historically, the Damariscotta
Mellie
Gillis
and
sister
and
hus

Smith returned on Saturday to
band, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hurd, this! in certain of Maine’s rivers and Mills alewife run has been going
again start High School on Monday.
streams and heads for fresh- on for centuries before the first
Mr. Smith’s father and mother of past week, returned home on Satwhite man set foot on this conti
urday.
Alfred are keeping house and are
For the Indian tribes of
He nent.
Lawrence V. Beverage, accom-* ‘Resurrection Dawn
and
caring for the two children, Billy
panied by Mrs. Forest Beverage Lives with prayer response, and this area these fish were an im
and Baxter, while Mrs. Smith is
and three children of Lynn. Mass Recessional. Mrs. Florence Smith portant item in their limited diet,
away.
i Brown sang the solo, “I Walked providing a welcome addition
Eugene Smith, Assistant High came on Thursday.
each spring to food stocks run
the Unitv i Today Where Jesus Walked.”
The
spring
sale
of
School Principal, returned on Sat
Guild will be held in the Memorial! Dedication services were ob- ning low after the long winter.
urday from his home in North
More recently, though still with
Room on Friday. May 3 at 2 p. m served for Doreen Brown, daughBerwick where he spent vacation
The usual household articles, food.. ^er °( ^r- ar,d Mrs. Eliot Brown a long history of tradition to back
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonse Gagnon aProns- etc., will be on sale, and (^ane Quinn) and Carolyn Shields. it up. it has become customary to
daughter of Mr. and. Mrs. Richard grant two bushels of alewives to
have a new Dodge car; Clarence t<,a wil1 be served
There might have been a bad | Shields (Jean Dyei).
each widow and needy person in
Stone a new Chevrolet truck.
Beautiful flowers, arranged by • the towns of Nobleboro and Newfire
at
the
Charles
Cheston
place
|
Edward Maddocks and son-inMrs. Maud Simpson were in mem castle. Measured out annually by
law, Mr. Crossman of Vinalhaven, on Easter Sunday, if not seen by
Garnet Thornton, with prompt re ory of Mr. and Mrs. Asa Smith: the towns’ selectmen, this grant
are building a garage on the Car
Mrs. Agnes Mills; Mrs. Emma has become known
at
“the
penter-Gates place, (formerly the sults.
Snow and Mrs. Jennie Lermond; widows’ mite”.
Easter Sunday
Will Dole farm).
Mrs. Arthur W. Beverage; Her
Edwin Thayer (Buddy)
has
Easter Sunday was a busy day
man Crockett; Richard Crockett;
started to build a new house and at the Church. There were 90 in the four Gold Star Boys and Wil
Jack Brown a barn.
Sunday School, with a good congreliam Calderwood. Flowers were VINALHAVEN
Frank Sampson’s crew has been gation at the morning worship ser- also given by the wedding party
PATRICIA DUNCAN
tearing down the Lewis Herzog vice. Rev. Goorge R. Merriam from Saturday.
Correspondent
stand of buildings at Crabtree’s pastor, delivered a fine message or
Telephone 172
At the evening service under the
Point, West District.
‘‘The First Easter Message” as able direction of Miss Jennie Bev- 1
Some recent Rockland guests reported by two woman. Easte’ erage, the Easter pageant “Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Wliiiam Webster
have included Mrs. Frank Samp- is the “Joy of Victory,” which is of Arimathea” was given to an ap
of Tewksbury, Mass., visited
son, Mrs. James Oldroyd, Frank- a Living Christ, with victory over preciative audience.
overnight on Friday with bis par
lin Waterman, Curtis Dickey and death. The choir of 13 sang: Pre
The following cast, dressed in ents, Mr. .and Mrs. Lloyd Web
Principal Dana Smith.
cessional “Christ Arose”, anthems ancient eastern style gave an unster.
isual display of talent in their dra
Mr. and Mrs. George Gray had
matization: Joseph of Arimathea, as a guest last week their grand\lton S. Calderwood; Nicodemus, i*on from Camden
Tames Oldroyd; Esther, wife of
Jesse Bradatreet of Rockland,
oseph, Roseanne Burgess; Joash, Mr. and Mrs. William Richards of
servant of Joseph, Daniel Pendle- Rockland. Mrs. Lena Dickey of
m; Anna, a maidservant, Susan North Haven and Mrs. George Mc
'rown; Two Women of the FollowCormick of Medford, Mass., were
”s of Jesus, Mrs. Lewis Haskell
all in town last week to attend
nd Mrs. Daniel Pendleton; a page
funeral services for Edgar Bradt the House of Joseph, Daniel
street.
i ‘endleton. The reader was Mrs. |
I The LawaLs met last Thursday
ail Bunker. Mrs. Florence Brown
for their regular meeting and en
'peated her solo of the morning
Maine’s
joyed a nice luncheon.
v request. The choir with Etta
Mrs. Ruth Osgood is a patient
JHassachusetts House Workshop I 'everage, church organist, sang at Knox County General Hospital.
The Old Ruged Cross” by Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory
nd hymns appropriate in the pag. LINCOLNVILLE, MAINE .
int with Response and Proces- were recent overnight visitors of
ON U.5. ROUTE 1 BETWEEN CAMDEN AND BELFAST
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Anderson in
onal.
Too much pr aise can not be given Owls Head.
Hours; 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Daily except Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mills and
I hose who gave time and talent to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Alley en
nake the production possible.
joyed an auto trip on the main
land over the weekend.
.EGAI. NOTICE
•IlST KE< KIVKD FILL LINE OF
Iiinicipal Board of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Lloyd and
Zoning Appeals
daughter Karen and Mr. and Mrs.
VALSPAR PAINT
Notice is hereby given that
3radford Ames
of Rockland, Ira McDonald, returned last Fri
Valspar Considered One of the Best Quality Paints
faine, applicant for a permit to day after a week's vacation trip
j build a garage located at 15 Ocean to Prince Edward Island.
Outside Paint, Sno-Wite, Mildew Resistant, Self-Cleaning
I 'treet has registered an appeal j
Woodcork-Cassic-Coombs Post,
SPECIAL LOW PRICES - Gals. S4.98, Qts. SI.49
1 from an adverse decision of the
Building Inspector, and that a No. IS. American Legion Auxiliary
Valspar Decorators' Latex, Flat, Gals. S4.10, Qts. SI .25
1 nublic hearing will be held upon will meet Wednesday evening for
Gloss, Semi-Gloss and Enamels, Gals., S4.45, Qts. SI.49
said appeal on the ninth day of a 6 p. m. supper at the Legion
Limited Amount Above Prices — Get It While It Lasts
I May, 1957, in the Rockland City Home. Special guests will he the
Council Chambers in the City third district vice president, Mar
Also Full Line Valspar Varnish-Lowest Possible Prices
' Building at 1.30 o’clock in the
Special Prices on Kem-Tone, S1.00 OFF Gals., 25c OFF Qts.
| afternoon in order that all per tha Sutter and the Baird-Caldersons interested may then and wood-Morrison-Parsons Post from
Wallpapers Reduced 25% On Arrival — All New Patterns
there appear and be heard for or North Haven. A full evening is
Still Have Some Bundles Left (10 Single Rolls 51.90)
against said application.
planned with initiation ceremo-1
Bv order of the Board
nies, election of officers, a penny
ELAINE P. MERRILL
TRADE AT CARR S
-ale, and a elide film from Augus-!
FREDERICK NEWCOMB
ta will also be shown. Mrs. Fran-1
WHERE YOU SAVE DOLLARS
CHRISTY C. ADAMS
586 Main Street
Rockland, Main.Dated at Rockland, this twenty-' ces Parmenter is chairman of the
fifth day of April, 1957.
52-lt i supper committee.
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.

EDITORIAL
SUPPORT URGED FOR STILPHEN BILL
Residents of the entire coastal area are almost a unit
in urging support of Representative Carl M. Stilphen’s bill
which will appropriate S2.COO.OCO per year for the nfcxt four
years for Maine’s Primary roads.
It is felt by the solid phalanx of supporters of the bill
that united coastal legislators* support would surely put it
over.
We join in urging support of this hill.

CO-OPERATION BETWEEN PARTIES
IS NOTHING TO GET WORRIED ABOUT
The Portland Sunday Telegram carried as its lead
editorial Sunday a comment under the above heading which,
as a piece of constructive political writing reflects much
credit on that excellent newspaper and its capable young
chief editorial writer. Incidentally we agree solidly with
him that unless the Republican high command changes its
whole manner of thinking and their attitude toward this
thing called serving the best interests of Maine, not the Re
publican leadership, the G. O. P. will be but a memory in
this state. It will consist only of a few rebelling diehards
like ourselves who watch the turning of the wheel of political
events with grave concern.
Maine is so accustomed to watching Democrats and
Republicans oppose each other for opposition's sake thyt the
picture of top-level agreement and co-operation between the
two parties is somewhat of a shock. It is a traumatic ex
perience that takes some getting used to. A few uneasy
eyei are watching Republican State Senate President Robert
Haskell who has borne the brunt of periodic criticism foi
echoing Democratic Governor Muskie’s thinking a little too
often and failing to diAw sharper partisan lines on legis
lative issues.
“Lewiston radio executive Frank Hov said the other day
that ‘a two-party system functions best when the leaders
express two points of view on important questions.’ Re
ferring to the political feud between Senators Haskell and
William S. Silsby of Ellsworth. Telegram political observer
Peter M. Damborg wrote recently, ‘Silsby is said to be
among the GOP legislators who feel that the present bi
partisan approach is being overdone and will weaken its
position when the Legislature adjourns — a playing into
Muskie’s hands attitude.’
”We can’t see a thing to get worried about in a few
temporary alliances between the governor of one party and
the chief legislative leader of the other. In the first place
it makes for the best possible results for the people as a
whole, and secondly it is the kind of flexibly progressive
spirit Republicans have lacked so often in recent years and
which can set the stage for GOP victories in the future.
“The -best example we can cite of the fruits of co
operation between Muskie and Haskell was creation of the
new development commission by the 97th Legislature. The
Governor ran with the ball early in the session and you
couldn’t see the feet-dragging Republicans for the dust he
was kicking up — until Senator Haskell bailed his party
out with a compromise measure enabling the GOP to share
in credit for achievement.
“At the start of the 98th session in January Governor
Muskie shunned partisan pleas for Democratic victories and
urged the Legislature to work for the good of the state. At
about the same time Senator Haskell, instead of urging
colleagues to stop the Governor in his tracks, asked for
statesmanship and a sense of responsibility in tackling the
problems of Maine. And now the two gentlemen of opposite
parties find themselves sufficiently interested in the future
of highway development to seek a bi-partisan approach to
bond issue financing.
“Some call this ‘me-tooism’ on the part of Haskell.
We call it the choice brand of broad-gauge leadership the
Republicans sorely need.
“Some call the Senator a traitor to his party. We would
call him his party’s best friend as of the moment. He is
the one man with the ability and position of official leader
ship to show the people of Maine that the Republican party
has learned from past mistakes and doesn’t have to take a
back seat to Democrats in carrying the burden of respon
sible government with a maximum of imagination and in
telligence and a minimum of wasteful bickering.”

BRITIAN FINDS A CHEAPER WAY OUT
The other day we heard of a fellow who lives in a house
belonging to a charitable foundation. He can live there all
his life, it seems, with the understanding that he will take
care of minor repairs and the foundation will make the
major ones.
•‘How does it work out?” he was asked.
“Fine, just fine,” the lucky tenant replied, “I just leave
all the minors until they become majors and there’s no
problem at all.”
In a way, this is the decision that Great Britain has just
made in regard to its armed forces. Under a new five-year
program, she will scrap her battleships, discontinue the
development of jet fighters and cut military manpower by
50 pel- cent.
Carefully analyzed, this is the equivalent of saying that
hereafter Britain will leave all of the brush fires to the
kindly ministrations of Uncle Sam and will do battle only
in case of a major conflagration. Henceforth she will not
have the manpower to staff far-flung battalions in Korea,
Egypt, or Germany. There will be no more Boy Scout ex
peditions to the far reaches of the empire. Only in a major
scrap—the kind in which atomic weapons would be used
and the free world would be fighting for its very life—will
the clarion call to arms be heard again in merrie England.
Britain (so she says; will rely on a small atomic
equipped defense force—and the war-deferring power of a
mighty United States. It’s cheaper that way.
Britain will lay down the fly swatters and pick up a
baseball bat. The trouble with this is that there are still a
lot of flies in the world and it’s almost impossible to kill
them with a ball bat of any kind.
The United States will have less support in putting out
the grass fires Russia delights to kindle the world around
because these take conventional armaments and manpower,
both of which Britain proposes soon to be fresh out of.
Or, to put it even more bluntly, hereafter Britain will
move heaven and earth to prevent the little conflicts (any
thing short of World War III) which she is no longer
equipped to fight. She can be expected to yield where form
erly she would not yield, and to compromise on all but life
and death issues as she has never compromised before.
To be more realistic, it will likely cause American de
fense costs to rise. There is at present a military balance
of power between the free world and iron curtain countries.
Any weakening of the free world must see either (l)a Rus
sian surge or (2) American compensation.
We are being told that the British lion has lost his roar
because the exchequer is exhausted. Whatever the reason,
the news from across the Atlantic is not good news for
Americans.

ARKANSAS PAPER GIVES EDITORIAL

RECOGNITION TO ROCKLAND'S SEVEN
YEAR TRAFFIC SAFETY RECORD
The editorial column of the Pine
Bluff Commercial of Pine Bluff.
Ark., on April 16 took notice of
Rockland’s seven year traffic
safety record. The editorial canvabout through original mention of
the city’s freedom from traffic
deaths in a column “Confusion
Say” by writer Fred Weaver.
The editorial follows: '

having such a good traffic record.
“There may not be a paradise
in this world for harried motorists
and pedestrians but Rockland
sounds good enough for me.
“It is good to hear about one
place where drivers and pedestri
ans appreciate the better things
of life, for instance—1 ving
Fred Weaver.
A letter to the mayor of Rock
land was received Wednesday
morning by City Manager Lloyd
K. Allen containing the clipping
from Mr. Weaver. He congratu
lated the city on its record, com
menting that he ran across the
article and had to pass along the
story to his readers.

,

In Dead Earnest ....

i
“Rockland. Maine has a trafficrecord that is worthy of reco- ni- j
tion in these days of increasing:
casualty lists.
“Rockland has gone through ■
more than seven years without a
traffic fatality. Citizens of that
town are to be commended on

Harbor Search
(Continued From Page One)

Government
Hikes Savings
Bond Interest
The President has just signed

legislation

authorizing the Tr a

sury to improve thi terms cf U.
S. Savings Bonds, including an in
crease to 3 1/4 per cent in the in, terest rate of Series E and H
Bonds issued on or after Feb. 1,
1957. The changes now give added
appeal to these “shares in Ameri
ca“ which for many y» ars, in war
and in peace, have figured impor
tantly in the saving habits of mil
lions of our citizens.
On E Bonds bearing i. sue date
of Feb. 1 and thereafter new
terms can be summed up as fol
lows: they will pay 3 1/4 per cent,
compounded semi-annually, wh'.n
held to maturity.
'Die former
yield was three per cent.
Ma
Richard L. Dyer
turity
time
has
been
cut
from
nine
shore and called to each other
■ years and eight months to eight
frequently on the way into the |
years and 11 months and the in
wharf, Lassell told police. Upon terest return will be higher in the
' reaching the granite wharf, Las earlier years. A decision will be
sell near fainting after the ordeal, made later on the terms of any ex
waited about 20 minutes and then tension privilege on the new E
Bond.
managed to scale the wall, accord
New terms on the Series H
ing to the report. He heard Dyer Bond, a current income Savings
shouting to him to “call the Coast Bond paying interest by Treasury
Guard” but that was the last he check twice a year, include a new
heard or saw of his friend, he re interest rate of 3 1/4 per cent
lated. Dyer was reported to have when held to maturity on H Bonds
been an excellent swimmer,
issued on or after Fib. 1; maturity
The Coast Guard boat found the of 10 years, and a higher yield ir.
punt adrift about 150 yards from the earlier years.
shore on the incoming tide.
The limit which may be pur
Lassell was taken to the home chased by any one individual in
of Howard Thomas at 60 Ocean any one year has been cut from
street where he received dry 520,000 to $10,000 maturity valu?
clothing and rest. He was later 1 for E Bonds and
SI9 000 fa«e
taken home.
value for H Bonds.
Dyer is married and the father
of an 11 months old child who was
Slow Down And Live! The
scheduled to enter the hospita life you save may be your own.
Monday for a stomach operation.
He has two brothers, Walter R.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Dyer, a member of the Rockland
EMERSON
Console TV Set (or
Fire Department who stayed on
sale. Model 1148. One year old.
the scene all day Sunday and Mon
perfect condition. On -half price.
day, aiding search efforts, and Ar 3S SEA STREET. Camden. 52-lt
thur M. Dyer, of Fresno, Calif.
SKIN DIVING IIOBBIESTS
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
S<e MORRIS GORDON A SON
Walter E. Dyer of 6 Brick street, for all type* of EQUIPMENT and
the grandson of Mrs. Lizzie Colby COMPRESSED AIR.
52! f
of Rockland and the great grandFOR Rent at M Umon Street,
, son of Mrs. Mary Milne of Rockfurn 2 rm. apt. complete with
j land.
refrig., stove and bath.
CALL
A plane from the Harjula Fly 893 days, 233 evenings.
52-tf
ing Service field in Thomaston
aided in the search Sunday morn- ing, but because of the huge quani tities of kelp on the harbor bot
tom, it proved impossible to spot
j anything.
Many small rowboats were
j pressed into service manned by
i Coast Guardsmen and volunteers
i throughout the two days.

See the Amazing

TORO POWER HANDLE
The Toro Power Handle
makes it possible to own a
whole family of yard ma
chines without buying an en
gine for each machine.
Powerful 2% h.p engine
switches in seconds from one
to another without tools.
Electric starting available—
recoil starter standard

Off TRAFFIC
i ACCIDENTS
A heavy cruiser produces 4,000
( servings of bakery products p«r
day for her crew.

Power Handle drives these units
•
•
•
•
•

reel mower
rotary mower
edger-frminer
snow plow
aerator

•
•
•
•
•

sprayer
generator
pump
tiller
front cutter

Came in and see it today at

IN QUALITY
PERFORMANCE
'■ W

Charles E. Stackpol
'

THOMASTON, MAINE
TEL. 194-3
49-T-S

Ellery T. Nelson Inc
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
First Choice Used Can
THE WORLD'S FINEST
52-EOT

TEL 720
KOCKLAV1
BT. 1. NEW COUNTY RD
X064
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Reino Korpinen. 41. of gt
Coming Events
George Road. Thomaston, was
[Social and community event* treated at Knox Hospital Sunday
are solicited for this calendar. All for a laceration of the right
are free and spice here cannot be middle finger cut w.th an ax.
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
Chailes Wasgatt, 13. son of Dr.
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
and Mrs. Wesley N. Wasgatt of
May 1—AUW meets at the Uni- 41 Talbot Avenue, received treatversalist Church at 2 o'clock.
I ment at Knox Hospital Sunday for
May 1—Canton Lafayette Auxili- j a right knee laceration received
aiy meets at Odd Fellows Hall j from a piece of glass at Crawford
at 6'30'
' Pond.
May 2—Emblem Club meets at!
_____
at Elks Home at 8 p. m.
The gaping hole* in the ground
May 2—Theta Rho Girls Club
meets at Odd Fellows Hall at 7 which wcre once the basements of
business blocks at the junction of '
p. m.
Main and Myrtle Streets were!
May 3 — Newbert Association
meets at the Masonic Temple at filled in and graded to ground
6.30 p. m.
level the latter part of the week. ;
May 4—Safe Driving noad-e-o at Only lightly fenced since the De
the Public Landing at 9.30 a. m.
cember fire of 1952, they have
May 4—Symphony Players Con
cert at Thomaston Federated presented a hazard to the public,
especially at Festival time when
Church, 8 p. m.
May 7—Miriam Rebekah Lodge the city is crowded. Owner Har
meets at Odd Fellows Hall—As old Look, Sr., said he had no
sembly President’s annual visi
plans for the property which re
tation.
May 9—Rubinstein Club annual quired the filling, but that he
banquet at the Thorndike Hotel. wished to remove the possibility
May 10 — Golden Rod Chapter. of anyone being injured.
OES, will observe Adah Night
at 6.30 p. m. at the Masonic
A tired but thoroughly happy
Temple.
May 11—Vinalhaven Fishhawks 11 group of Rockland High seniors
Reunion Portland YMCA
returned home* at 11 p. m. Satur
May 11—District 16, Rebekah day after a week in New York and
Lodges, meets at Odd Fellows Washington.
Hall. Rockland at 2 p. m.
May 13—Annual Bowdoin Alumni
Maine lobsters went far afield
Ladies’ Night at the Knox Hotel
in Thomaston at 6 p. m. Speak Monday to please lovers of fine
er: Hodding Carter.
food. Twenty barrels of the Maine
May 14—Zonta luncheon at Thorn delicacy left the plant of H. W.
dike Hotel at 12.30 p. m.
May 17—The Adult Bible and Mis Look in Rockland Monday bound
sion Class of the North Haven ( ^or Puer^° Rico.
Ba ptist Church will hold a i
....
Mother and Daughter Banquet I The Independent Egg Producers
in the Memorial Room of the Association has changed the meetChurch at 6.50 p. m. Thus will.,
,acc Qf ,he
Thursday
be followed by a film at 7.45.
,
,
„
The public is invited to see the evenln« from the Un,ted C°-°Pe‘picture.
ative Farmers in Rockland to
May 21—Zonta dinner meeting at White Oak Grange Hall in North
Thorndike Hotel at 6.30 p. m.
Warren. The meeting will open at
May 24 — Golden Rod Chapter, 7 30
OES, will observe Ruth N'ght at 1
_______
7.30 p. m. at the Masonic Tem
BORN
pie.
Smith—At Camden. April 25. to
July 12-13—Annual Broiler Festi
Principal and Mrs. Dna Smith of
val at Belfast.
Aug. 2. 3. A -Rockland Sea Foods North Haven, a daughter—Bonita
Marie.
Festival.
Achorn — At Miles Memorial
It is easy to see through the Ho;Pital Damariscotta APr 1 2\
.
,
to Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Achorn of
man who is always making
Waldoboro, a daughter — Eileen
spectacle of himself.
Mae.

20th Century Fox needs extras
to work in movie. Peyton Place”
all ages and types. Call CamdenRockport Chamber of Commerce
Information Bureau, Tel. CEda
6-3544, between 9 a. m. and 5
p. m. weekdays. Also registered
1937 to 1941 cars in good condi
tion, with licensed diivers. 5211
Herbert Simmons of the Roek
land Awning Co. now has the te'ephone installed in his shop on
Rockland street. The number is
1036-M.
50* tf

Telephone 76 lor all social Items
guests, parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.
social reporter.
tf

★ ★ ★★

TOWN Mridpal ?u.rt

William Plannondon. 18, of
o Belfast paid a fine of $25 and $6 costs
following a plea of guilty to a
charge of passing on a hill heard
in Rockland Municipal Court Sat
urday morning.
State police brought the charge
after stopping Plannondon on
Route 1 in Rockport Thursday.

(kn
IN SERVICE
Mediterranean. At Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, the Macon won thc
“Battle Efficiency Award" in the
Atlantic Fleet Battleship-Cruiser
Force for the second successive
time. The Macon is expected to
leave Boston April 29 for Norfolk,
Va.. where she will hold individual
ship exercises.
• • •

A 15-year-old Lincolnville boy
entered a guilty plea to driving
50 miles an hour in a 25 mile zone
and paid a $15 fine. The charge
was brought by Camden police
who stopped the boy on Mountain
street in Camden, April 23.
D. K. Eastman Fisher, 18, of
Bangor entered a guilty plea to
operating a motor vehicle without
a license and P8’4 *10 and $6 fosts
°n a compIaint br°“*b‘ ”y Camden FobceFi”>er was alleged to have comFred Palka. son of Mrs. Mar
mitted the violation on High street
garet Blastow of 148 Broadway,
in Camden April 23.
Rockland, has completed nine
• • •
Jayne E. Keating. 35, of War weeks of recruit training at the
ren was charged with driving un- j Naval Training Center, Bain
der the influence of liquor on a bridge, Md." The local sailor, a
complaint brought hy Thomaston graduate of Rockland High School
Police and heard in Rock’and will spend a 14 day leave with his
Municipal Court Monday morning. family before reporting to the
Great Lakes Training Station for
The case was continued to May
3 by Court Recorder Domenic Electronics Technical School. He
Cuccinello, pending the results of enlisted in Rockland for four
a blood test taken by the woman years and was sworn in at Port
following her arrest. She was re land.
leased in $200 bond after entering
a not guilty plea.
The complaint alleged that the
violation was comm tted on Main
Street in Thomaston April 29.

MARRIED
Alex-Mathews — At Rock’and
April 28, Christy Steve Alex of
Rockland and Miss Joan Mar lyn
Mathews of Warren, by Rev.
Ernest O. Kenyon.
Sayward-Cousens—At Rockland,
April 28, Richard C. Sayward of
Rockland and Miss Margie Anne
Cousens of Warren, by Rev.
Ernest O. Kenyon.
DIED

Larry Alden Jones of Waldoboro
was charged with driving under
the influence of liquor and the
complaint was continued to May 4
pending results of a blood test. A
plea of not guilty was entered.
Jones was arrested by special
constable Forest Daucette on the
Simonton’s Corner Road in Rock
port Saturday night. He was re
leased on the continuance under
$200 bond.
A charge of driving
under a restricted license without
glasses was also continued.
!
* * ’
i
Eino Matson of Warren entered
a not guilty plea to a charge of I
driving under the influence of :
liquor brought by State Police
who stopped the respondent on
Route 1 in Thomaston Sunday.
The case was continued to May
1 pending blood test results and
Matson was released under $200
personal recognizance.
* * *
Nina R. Emery, 20. of Rockland
and Richard D. Munro, 20. of
Glen Cove were charged with im
prudent driving by
Rockland
Police who stopped the cars
operated by the respondents on
Main Street Sunday. Police said
the two were attempting to “drag
race’’ after starting from Park
Street.
The woman pleaded guilty and
was fined $15 and $6 costs. The
case was continued to May 3 for
payment.
Munro pleaded not guilty, but
was judged guilty and fined $10
and $6 costs. The case was con
tinued for payment.

Army Private Leon F. Wood,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Wood of Rockport. completed
eight weeks of basic combat
training April 20 with the 2d
Armored Cavalry Regiment at
Foil George G. Meade. Md.
Elliot F. Annis of Camden, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Moses Annis of 4
Lawn avenue, will retire May 1
with rank of captain.
• • •
Airman Third Class John L.
Fraughton. son of Mis. E-ma j
Frances Barnes of Rockland, has
( recently been assigned to Altus
! Air Force Bas<’' “ waa announced
by Colonel Robert B. Templeman,
Base Commander.
Airman Fraughton. who has
prior service with the Army, en
tered the Air Force in March of
1957. Before being assigned to
Altus AFB, he was stationed at
Lackland AFB. Texas. His wife,
the former Margaret Ella Davis,
is a native of McKinley, Maine.
• • •

Preston M. Beal, son of Mrs.
Louise Parker of 118 South Main
street, Rockland has completed
nine weeks of recruit training at
thc Naval Training Cnter, Bainbridge, Md. Thc local sailor, a
former student at Rockland High
School will spend a 14 day leave
with his mother before repoitimg
to Little Creek, Va.. for General
Duty. The Rockland Bluejacket
enlisted in the Navy (or four
years and was sworn in at Port
land Recuit ng Station.

Marine Corporal Douglas E.
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stan
ley A. Miller of 18 Wadsworth,
Thomaston, arrived at Boston,
Mass, April 3 aboard the heavy
cruiser USS Macon after a one
month training cruise in the
------- ------------ ■■ -- a tine of $10 and $6 costs after
pleading guilty to passing through
a stop sign at thc junction of thc
Un on Road and Route 90 in Warren Thursday.
State Police were complainants.

Rockland, April 28
Richard
L.
Tyer,
presumed
drowned in Rockland harbor, age
24 years. Funeral arrangements
awaiting recovery of body.
Heal—At Lincolnville April 27,
Mrs. Fannie Heal, widow of Her
bert L. Heal, age 68 years. In
terment was in Upper Cemetery,
L ncolnville.
Soule—At Waldoboro, April 27,
Mrs. Nettie M. Soule, wife of Les
Blaine D. Grindle. 23. of Wal- ' i
lie Soule, age 65 yeais. Funeral
services today at 2 p. m. from the tham. Mass., pleaded guilty to
Strong Funeral Home in Damari driving 45 miles an hour in a 25
scotta. Interment in Hillside Ceme mile zone on a complaint brought
tery, Damariscotta.
by Thomaston Police who stopped
Lord—At Rockland. April 28, the youth on Main Street in Thom
Brigadier General Kenneth P.
Lord. USA (Ret.), age 68 years. aston early Monday morning. He
Funeral services today at 10 paid a fine of $15 and $6 costs.
• • •
a. m. from the Russell Funeral
Home with Frederic S. Hynd of
Milton D. Quigley. 25, of Fram- |
Cushing
off.ciating.
Committal ingham, Mass., entered a guilty
services in Arlington National plea to driving 50 miles an hour ,
Cemetery at 10 a. m. Thursday.
Andrew*—At Union. April 27, in a 25 mile zone and was fined
Mrs. Harriet W. Andrews of War $15 and $6 costs. The charge was !
ren, widow of Willard Andrews, brought by Thomaston Police who
age 78 years.
Funeral services j stopped Quigley on Main Street
were held Monday from the Sim- in Thomaston Frjdav and wa5 ' ,
mons Funeral Home in Warren
..
, ,
„ '
, '
with Rev. Curtis C. Busby off cia- cont,nued t0 «aV ’ for payment
ting.
Burial was in Newcomb
Cemetery.
Carl D. Gray of Prescott Street. !
Thurston—At Rockland, April 27, | a soldier stationed in Mississippi,
Susan Thurston, age 2 years. Fun- j was fined $10 and $6 costs after
eral services were held Monday ' pleading guilty to a charge of
at 2 p. m. from the Littlefield
drinking in a public place.
Memorial Baptist Church with
Rev. Chester M. Staples officia-1 The complaint was brought by
ting. Burial was in Amsbury State Police as the result of an
Hill Cemetery in Rockport.
incident on the Simonton’s Corner
Edwards—At Rockland. April 27. ' Road in Rockport Saturday night.
Boys' Sneakers
Mrs. Rose Edwards, widow of Ed
...
win Edwards of Clark Island, age I
Earl T. Richardson, 24, of Wash82 years. Funeral services were 1
I Low Blue and White $3.45
held Monday from the Russell burn Pl«M>ad Shiilty to driving 50
' High Black or White $4.50
Funeral Home with Rev. B. S. miles an hour in a 25 mile zone
Fitzpatrick officiating. Burial was and paid a fine of $15 and $6 costs,
in the Wiley's Corner Cemetery
Camdpn Police were ComplainConverse
in St. George.
_____________
j ants after stopping Richardson
High Black or While
CARD OF THANKS
on High Street in Camden Thurs$4.50
I wish to express my sincere 1 day. The case was continued for
thanks to all my friends, neigh- 1 payment.
Dyer—At

| Cancer Crusaders Call At Homes Tonight

Army Sergeant
First Class
Anthony J. Gustin, son of Mrs. Vita
Gustin. 26 Front Street, Rockland,
recently participated in a live-fire
training maneuver with the 1st
Division’s 28th Infanty at Fort
Riley, Kan. Sergeant Gustin is as
signed to the 28th's Mortar Bat
tery.
He entered the Army in
1950 and completed basic training
at Fort Stewart, Ga. Gustin was
graduated from Rockland High
School in 1950.
♦ •
Sgt. Thaxter S. Sedgwick, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Payson Sedgwick of
Rockland, recently participated in
a four day Held training exercise
with the 8th Antiaircraft Artillery
Group s 443d Battalion in Gelmany. Sergeant Sedgwick, a communications chief in the battalion,
entered the Army in 1954 and received basic Gaining at Fort
Chaffee, Ark. Hc
arrived in
Europe in January 1955.

The Cancer Crusade will begin tonight at 6.30 when volunteer workers will visit Rockland citizens in
a house to house campaign, seeking fund* for the cancer aid program. Several of the workers in the pro
gram are pictured above receiving their work kits containing data on the canvass. (rusade general
chairman Captain Charles Whitmore keeps busy at his desk distributing the kits. Left to right are: Mrs.
Richard Harden, Ward 1 chairman; Mrs. Robert Stevens, Jr., chairman of the house to house canvass;
and Mrs. Harold Look, Jr., Ward 7 chairman. Ward chairmen not shown are: Mrs. Michael DiRenzo,
Hard 2; Mrs. Walter Gay, Ward 3; Mrs. Samuel Small, Ward 4; Mrs. Sanford Delano, Ward 5 and Mrs.
B. J. Miller, Ward 6.
Photo by McKeon

Wheeler Suggests
Keeping All Tax

Data Three Years
A reminder to Federal income

taxpayers to retain their copies of

returns filed in the recently closed
tax filing period was issued today
by District Director Whitney L.

used in preparation of the return them in filing next year, especially
also should be kept, he said.
if there is no major change in
“Tax records must be retained their financial status. In addi
for at least three years from the tion, the Revenue Service urges
deadline date, April 14’’, Mr. that all records of 1957 expendi
Wheeler said. “There is always tures—cancelled checks, receipts,
the possibility that a taxpayer notations of contributions, state
may be called upon to furnish and local taxes, interest payments
proof of his income and deduc and other deductible items—he
tions. Keeping copies of returns retained for reference in comput
and records will help both him and ing 1957 Federal returns’’.

Wheeler of the Augusta office of

the

Internal

Service.

Revenue

Records of income and expense

Total Assets,
$13,413,333.86
IJABIIJTIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956
Reserve for Losses.
$8^3,508.00
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
62.057.00
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
7,023.103.62
192,160.00
First Lt. Erwin F. Clements, son Reserve for Taxes,
252,451.68
of Mr. and Mrs. Levi F. Clements, All Other Liabilities,
Belfast, recently was graduated
Total Liabilities.
$8,333,280.30
from the motor officers course at Special Surplus Funds, $’2,750.00
the Army’s European Ordnance Statutory Deposit,
500 000.00
Schoo, in Fupssen- Germany. Af- Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
4,542.303.56
,er graduation ceremonies, Lieutenant Clements returned to his
Surplus as Regards
regular duties as executive officer
Policyholders,
$5,085,053.56
of the 73d Antiaircraft Artillery
Total.
$13,418,323.86
Battalion's Battery C. He entered
the Army in March 1954 and arTHE EMPLOYERS' HlfE
rived overseas last December from
INSURANCE COMPANY
an assignment at Fort Wadsworth,
110 Milk Street
Boot n, Massachusetts
N. Y. Clements attended Coburn
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1956
Classical College in Waterville.
Bonds,
$16 629.910.76
Stocks,
7,345,898.48
Cash and Bank De
posits,
1.627,706.10
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 2,404.974.57
Other Assets,
1,454 144.45

EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.

Tower Room - Community Bldg.
Auspices Knights of Columbus

47-TATh-tf

Typewriters and Adding
Machine Repair Service
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

State News Co.
142-T-tf

Funeral Home

ETT M. JORDAN, Pl
Established 1830

SERVICE

HEADQUARTERS For
Both MEN’S and BOYS’
FOOTWEAR

bors and relatives, for the cards.
letters, flowers, fruits, and the I

RUSSE LL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1-tf I

Canvas Shoes

...
—...

—
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Wilder E. Moore of Warren paid

many acts of kindness shown me
while I was in the hospital. Spe
CARD OF THANKS
cial thanks to Dr. Morse, Dr.
I wish to thank all the good
Worthen and Dr. Hochschild, and
the nurses of Knox Hospital for people of Knox Ccunty General
their excellent care. Also the Hospital for the wonderful care
and consideration given me dur
blood donors.
ing my stay there. I also want
•
Gladys Bean,
Waldoboro.
, 52*lt to thank my (eilow patients for
all the time and things given me
to help pass the time. I wonder I
IN MEMORIAM
bow a hospital can find so many
May 1, 1953-1957
good people to work in one place.
Judy Lee Sawyer
In loving memory of Judy Lee
Sawyer.
Sadly missed by Dad, Mom,
Brother, Sister, and Grandmother.
52* lt

| The best of luck to the best bunch
1 of folks in the whole world.
I
love you all
Roberta Bowles,
Lincolnville.
52-lt

I Converse Idlees

$2.95

We Now Have a
Most Complete Une of
Sneakers and Canvas
Shoes. Perfect for Lei
sure Comfort.

Sneakers
BY V. S. KEDS

With Cushioned
Arch Supports

Champions

$3.95

Low Blue and W’hite

Gladiators

$4.95

High Black

Basketball Shoes*
BY U. S. KEDS

U. S. Keds

$6.501

Total Assets.
$29,462,634.36
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956
Reserve for Losses. $3,790,516.45
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
309 966.00
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
14.536.855.91
Reserve for Taxes.
544 560.90
All Other Liabilities, 1,138,689.02

Total Liabilities,
$20,320,588.28
Special Surplus
Funds,
$4,142,046.08
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit,
2.000,000.00
Unassigned Funds
I (Surplus),
3,000,000.00
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$9,142,046.08

Black or White

Converse

$4.951
White Only

Canvas Shoes
A smart looking summer shoe
with a heavy sponge rubber ’
sole to give you walking ease.
Variety of Colors

U. S. Boosters
Converse

$6.50 J
$3.95 ’

Deck Shoes
BY U. 8. KEDS

$6.95

Sperry Top-SiderS|
$8.95

Also Many Summer Shoes To Choose From
In Woven and Nylon Mesh

OFF/NS

Total.

$29 462.634.36

U. S. BRANCH OF THE
EMPLOYERS' IJARII.1TY
ASSl K. CORP., LTD.

Boston, MassachiiM-ttK
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1956
Bonds,
$80,321,904.16
Stocks.
26.413.878.68
Real Estate Owned, 2.823.647.72
Cash and Bank De
5,374.758.79
posits,
Agents Balances or Uncollected Premiums, 9.732,809.98
Other Assets,
4,995,103.51
Total Assets,
$129 662 102.84
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956
Reserve for Losses. $49,466,957.73
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
5,496,902.00
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
32 255 891.83
Reserve for Taxes,
2,153.700.00
All Other Liabilities,
796.295.20

“All we ask is that the taxpayer

“Beyond this requirement tax have the facts and figures relat
payers should find that retention ing to his problem correctly in
of their copies of returns will help mind,’’ Mr. Wheeler said.

THE LONDON A IANUA3MIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY, LTD.
New York, New York
ASSETS, DEC. 31 1956
Bonds,
$7,246,269.83
Stocks,
3,731,234.06
Cash and Bank De
posits,
971,014.92
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 1.089 610.06
Other Assets,
380.174.99

Summer Footwear

PUBLIC PARTY

the revenue service in such cases.

Outtmd Bwib - IKotou
Fire, theft, collision, running on a rock, loss overboard,
etc., on Motors, Boats and Trailer. $400. engine, $200.

boot and $100. trailer would cost $23.50 per year.

(V. C.

£mU

& Sww

SINCE 1854

ENGINEERED PERSONAL INSURANCE
TEL. 393

AETNA INSURANCE COMPANY
Hartford, Connecticut

ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1956
Bonds,
$85.203.970.36
Stocks,
78.122.663.73
Real Estate Owned,
4,592,241.40
Cash and Bank De
posits,
13,030,723.69
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 23 048.278.19
Other Assets,
4,171,143.50

ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
Bonds,
$52,601,588.29

21,713.287.00

Stocks,
Cash and Bank De
posits.

3,534,915.96
Agents Balances or Un
collectedPremiums, 8,788,026.55
Other Assets,
3,406.913.45

Total Assets,
$90,044,731.25
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Total Assets.
$208,169,020.87 OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1966
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
Reserve for Losses, $20,466,329.00
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Losses. $35,034,414.38
ment Expenses,
2.290.512.00
Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
3,194,879.20
Premiums,
27.356.344.50
Reserve for Taxes,
1,813 966.00
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
84.928.407.95 All Other Liabilities, 1,824,460.42
Reserve for Taxes,
3,067.750.00
All Other Liabilities, 6,837.754.08
Total Liabilities,
$53,751 631.92
Special Surplus
Total Liabilities, $133,063,205.61
Funds.
$4,766,002.29
Capital Paid Up or
Special Surplus
Funds.
$36,614,276.87
Statlftory Deposit,
2.500,000.00
Capital Paid Up or
Unass gned Funds
Statutory Deposit,
10,000.000.00
(Surplus),
29,027,097.04
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
28,491.538.39
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$36,293,090.33
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$75,105,815.26
Total,
$90,044,731.25

Total

$208,169,020.87

NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY

INSURANIE COMPANY OF
NORTH AMERICA
Philadelphia, Penns.tlvania
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1956
Bonds.
$116,641 423.46
Stocks.
470.997.123.29
Real Estate Owned,
7,498,140.09
Cash and Bank De
posits,
24,725.229.10
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 48,728,246.95
Other Assets.
7,114.495.46

8<) Maiden lane
New York 38. New York

ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1956
Bonds,
$48,071,886.00
Stocks.
128.557 017.00
Real Estate Owned, 10,457,653.07
Cash and Bank De
posits.
5,565.156.06
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 14,597,814.48
Other Assets,
3.400,.90.29

Total Assets,
$210,649,848.90
Total Assets.
$675,714,658.35
IJABILfTIES. SURPLUS AND
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31, 1966
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31, 1956 Reserve for Losses, $8,162,060.13
Reserve for Losses, $41,299,296.62 Reserve for Loss Adjust
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
593.600.00
ment Expenses,
1.985.000.00 Reserve for Unearned
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
47,635.174.46
Premiums.
158,850,963.00 Reserve for Taxes,
1,(64,000.00
Reserve for Taxes,
3,277,250.57 Ali Other Liabilities, 1 S9i.863.18
All Other Liabilities, 12.747.497.81
Total Liabilities,

$59,3.2,997.77

Total Liabilities, $218,169,023.00 Special Surplus
Total Liabilities,
$90.169,746.S6
Special Surplus
Funds.
$3,115,278.50
Special Surplus
Funds.
$280,903,955.35 Capital Paid Up or
$21,992 355.98
Funds.
Capital
Paid
Up
or
Statutory Deposit,
10,000.000.00
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit, 26.641.675.00 Unassigned Funds
Statutory D.’posit,
1,330.000.00
Unassigned
Funds
(Surplus),
138,161 572.68
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),
150.000,000.00
(Surplus),
16.180.000.00
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,

$39 492.355.98

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,

$457,545.630 35

Total,

$875,714,658.35

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$151,276 461.11

Total,
Total,

$129,662,102.84

$210,649,848.80
46-T-52
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Coffin Comments
On Quodd/s

Narrow Squcck
A Ix^ssmi In Etrra. 1 Vigi'ance

Last w k I learned tha‘ we can
n~v?r take anything for granted.
The lesson concerned that project
dear to th hearts of all Ma ne
people--the Pa&eamaquo'dy tidal
power project. This
as hen
kicked from pillar to po t
In
1956, the Congress decided to
make a three year study to d ter
mine, once and for all, if it was
econoirJcally feasible.
Everyone agreed that pow »r
could be generated by t’-.ese most
extreme tides in th • world. The
question was: could it be done
without excessive cost?
If it
could be d no ccoiomi aly, it
would prove a toon to the ent r?
economy and we’l be:r. or the
people in the eastern mest corner
of the nation.
This year it was a question cf
continuing the apnio riation for
the final study which was already
in progress. The hearing before
the appropriation subcommittee
was smooth. The reasons behind
the study were repeated; the pro
gress of the study wa< examined;
all agreed that it m is- be pur
sued to a final concluson. The
amount of $935 OCO \ as i eluded
in the budget—seme $100/00 less
than requested. Th ‘re was no
controversy, no rumo. of opposi
tion.
On the day cf debit of the
State Department / p »i opriation
bill I took my seat, to listen, to
absorb, and to vote. I had sat
through debate ab ut $ 30.003 for
overseas “represent- tlo i allow
ance*”.
This m< a t • n erta nment expenses. A Fiction to cut
the amount by $2C0.0rz) was de
feated.
Then the clerk read the rout:ne
provision for contru tion of the
Passamaquoddy Tidal Power Sur
vey. Down to the well of the
House strede a me ber who pro
posed an amendment to “strike
line 14 through line 22. both in
clusive”. In a •void, this meant
death to Quoddy.
He charact
erized it as “a fanta y and a boon
doggle”.

At this moment I was the only
Maine member on the Poor. I
had a page call Re r aentative
McIntire, who was cn his way
over from a com mitt?' hen ring.
I speke to the manag'-r cf t' e bll.
I rose to claim t me in d bate.
Several me;< bus on the Demo
cratic side came to m and a k°d,
“Is this important to your state”?
I replied “If this is defeated, I’m
not going home”. A senior Dem
ocrat from Florida led the debate
for Quoddy s-a; ing we sh u’.d find
out “once and for all’ if the tides
can be harnessed. A R publican
member from West Virginia
pleaded “It will not hurt to delay
this matter for a few years”. Then
came my turn.
I had one* and three quarters
minutes to plead cur cause. I
might as well have been asked to
say why my family should not be
taken from me in 1 3/4 minut s.

All statistics, facts, and history
seemed inconsequential.
I said. “If you can only think of
th? we’fare of the peep’e of this
country ns we’l as th
peonle
ac.o&s the sea and establish for
yourselves a s nse cf va'ues tl at
will place cur own peopl at lca; t
as high up in that scale as the
peep’e who will be entertained in
the ceremonial parlors of our
chancellories abroad, then I thin*'
that you will be doing your duty”
Congressmen McIntire and Hale
then sp<ke ably for our cause,
along *vith Minority Leader Mar
tin. The debate was closed by
Democrat Ed Boland of Ma-sichusetts who said “—this is on? area
that gets little or no money” an l
Subcon mittee Chairman Rooney
of New York who said.”—it is
iuct not good busine s, havr.g spen*
$C"5 OCO in the current yea?, to
now turn down an ther p y
ment—”.
By voice vote the amendnvn’
was rejected and Quoddy wa^
aved- and I could draw a no nr
breath.

By F. L. S. Morse

NOT TOO LONG AGO

Freight Rates

Senator John F. Kennedy <DMass.) and I recently wrote a
joint letter to the Interstate Cc m
merce Commission and urged it
bo hold public hearings in Boston
before going ahead with another
railroad freight rate increase
which would further the gap betweet us and other areas. We
hope that this request will be
heeded.
Personal Notes
By the time this letter goes t<
press I shall be in Austria, with
the European Subcommittee of
the Foreign Affairs Committee
looking into our handling of the
refugee problem and other Euro
pcan matters. Although I should
like to be with the family back in
Maine during the Easter recess I
consider this a great opportunity
to know more of what I consider
the most strategic area of our
overseas strength.

Above appears a picture of the celebrated (?) barbecue in Thomaston which was a Grade A flop.

Politics at the time of the big
fire were running at high pitch
and from the viewpoint of many of
the Democratic stalwarts, the
fire was the second calamity of
the year, the first being when Dr.

Appleton
MRS

RUBY CHAPLES
Correspondent

Tel

West Appleton

3-14

Staff Sergeant Dean Esancy of
the Air Force is spending a short
furlough at his home. Sergeant
Esancy will return May 1 to
Ontario, Canada, where he has
been stationed for several
months.
A family party, gathered to help
Mrs. Hugh McCorrison celebrate
her birthday Sunday. Mrs. Me
Corrison was presented with two
birthday cakes, one made by her
granddaughter,
Mrs.
Richard
Sprowl. and the other by Mrs.
Lonnie Griffin. Tib re were four
generations p esent, Mrs. Mc
Corrison, her daughter.
Mis.
Freddie Pease;
Mrs. Pease’s
daughter, Mrs. Richard Sprowl
and son Dickey. Others present
j were: Misses Judy and Gloria
Esancy, Miss Reta Pease, Mrs.
Lonnie Griffin, Freddie Pease,
Franz Pease, Richard Sprowl and
daughter Mrs. Helen Simpson and
Staff Sergeant Dean E ancy.
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THE WAYS OF POLITICS OF THE

PRE-SERIES CHECK-UP
your TV ANTENNA

Your TV pictures can never be any better
than your antenna.
Let us send one of our antenna specialists to
your home, during our pre-Series special. He'll
inspect your antenna thoroughly ond tell you
whether you're getting the best picture quality
your set can deliver.

T

•j*
FINEST TV PICTURES ON ALL CHANNELS

CHANNEL MASTERS

G. Langtry Crockett, 51.D.

Crockett and his associates of the
Republican Party were elected se
lectmen of the town at the annual
town meeting of March. 1915.
The fire had its origin in the
Catland stable, the eastern wall
of which was only a matter of four
feet from the western wall of the
Crockett garage.
The wind was from the south
west and Dr. Crockett, becoming
much concerned about his build
ings, which included his office and
much valuable equipment ar.d a
large barn, was understood to
promise the boys of the Eureka
Engine Company if they could
save his property, a banquet at
Crescent Beach. The boys took
quite a beating but stayed with it
and saved his property practical
ly unscathed. However the doctor
never made good his promise.
This was not to be forgotten by
the hoys and was to become the
basis of a sequel to the story.
At a town meeting held subse
quently in Union Hall, the voters
having decided that the town
should have more modern fire
equipment, voted to purchase a
horse drawn. gasoline driven
. unrping engine. The days of the
steamer were about over but selfpropelled fire equipment was not
yet on the market. When th:s
piece of equipment was delivered
in the late fail, the name Dr
Crochet and not Dr. Crockett wa
beautifully lettered on the hood.
Obviously this would not do, s
the good doctor made his appear
ante at the next meeting of thr
Eureka Company, to which thf
engine had been assigned and
stated that if they would vote to
name the engine for him he would
pi esent the company with a fine
silver service and the means
wherewith to christen it.
Mindful of the doctor's failure
to keep his previous promise, thr
company voted to have no part in
the naming. Shortly the name G
I, Crockett appeared on the en
gine and the Portland newspapers
carried a photograph of the ma
• hine with the doctor standing be
-ide it. and an account of how th
engine company had named it it
his honor.
This the company
quickly refuted much to the doc
tor’s displeasure.
The silver service never materi
alized hilt i: barrel containing the
wherewithal! for the christening
was delivered to the engine hall

where the steward of the com- ,
pany in accordance with the in- '
structions refused to accept it. It •
was then moved to a nearby vacant ice house, from which the
owner being informed, ordered its
removal and it was finally land-'
ed in a private residence where
it was supposedly consumed by
some of the doctor’s friends.
j

cine. He practiced in Lewiston
and later visited Mexico and other
foreign lands.
Dr. Crockett came to Thomaston
in the late 1890s and at first wore
a tai! hat and red side whiskers,
Both were discarded after a few
weeks. In 1900 he organized the
Jackson Club, a political oiganization designed to promote the in
terests of the Democratic Party.
Dr. Crockett had a great gift for
oral expression.
He shouted,
used long words and spoke in a
very pretentious manner. Partly
,
. ... .
.
. .
in a spirit of fun he used what
some call hifalutin
language
which delighted his hearers and
for a time got results.
The election of 1900 swept the
, ,
..
,
county for the Democratic Party.
The sheriff "Nelse” Ulmer was
about the only Republican ded
£d jn the coun(y

These notes were written with
the assistance of Thomaston’s
|
Fire Chief, Edwin Anderson.
The most colorful individual in
the town of Thomaston in the past
60 years, was Dr. George Lang
try Crockett, physician, orator,
politician and town official. This
man was born in Prospect, but
spent his early life in Vinalhaven,
‘
•
where his father. Luther Crockett,
was a master stonecutter. He
uct to a high school in Lewiston
and evidently attended Bates Col
The Celebration of 1909
lege and Massachusetts Institute
The victory was ceienrated on
of Technology, because he did
some coaching at those institu- Saturday. Sept. 15, by a big celetions, and was graduated from bration with parade, speeches and
Boston University School of Medi- a barbecue in the Stimpson field

Tuesday-Thuitday-Saturdoy
back of the blocks. It was adver
tised that there was to be a 3200
pound ox brought from Washing
ton, Maine. The late James Demuth was chief cook and sort of
master of ceremonies of the bar
becue. Great quantities ol water
was brought from the quarry, that
the carcass might be well basted
and water flowed freely.
I tried to get some particulars
on the barbecue from Nat Stone
who was indubitably present
but it seems that Nat had been
forcibly ejected from the hall at
the previous meeting for crying
out, "Well now then,” when an old
gentleman who always b'egan his
remarks with these words was
rising to speak. And so the lad
left the hall and the building es
corted by the constable. Natural
ly there were some details that he
missed.
The Courier-Gazette of the fol
lowing Tuesday stated that the
32C0 pound ox from Washington
was a 460 pound heifer and that
the reporter saw only two bands
instead of the seven advertised. 1
wasn't present and have been un
able to obtain a copy of the Demo
cratic paper of that week.
The parade was organized at
the station. Boyd Simmons was
marshal of the day and Alderman
John Donahue of Rockland and
Dr. Crockett were also mounted
on spirited steeds. Other aides
were Raymond L. Mehan, Charles
A. Creighton, John Kelleher. Seth
Robbins and George Creamer. The
ine of march extended up Knox
street to Gleason to Pine, up Pine
to Main, up Main to Erin, up Erin
to Beechwoods, down Beechwoods
to Main and up Main to the home
of Edward McNamara, the newly
elected representative to Legis
lature.
I suppose the parade
ame back to the Corner.
Dr. Crockett was in excellent
voice.
He began by asking,
’Where now is The Courier-Ga
zette? Where now is the Repub
lican Party? He compared the
Knox County Republicans to a
kingdom without a king, an em
pire in shackles and napoleon
without his army.
Lindley Murray Staples, the old
war horse, whom The Courier-

Gazette by error called the old
saw horse, predicted that the Re
publican Party would never get
back into power again. He ac
cused that party of insulting the
flag, defying the Constitution and
turning the Declaration of Inde
pendence upside down. Weil, a
good time was had by all. In
what I have just written there Is.
no intention to ridicule or belittle
the Democratic party or its lead
ers. On such occasions exaggera
tion was always indulged in by'
speakers of all parties in a spirit j
of fun and Dr. Crockett was truly
a master of hyperbole.

As the doctor changed his politi-'
cal complexion several times dur
ing his residence here, it would
seem that he didn't have very pro
found political convictions but he
always seemed in dead earnest
when he made a speech. He could
be merciless on such occasions.
While speaking of a local politi
cian he once said that no rat ever
came up out of a sewer with paws
more immaculate than this man
when he had been up to some ques- j
tionabie conduct. At this juncture
the politician's wife and daughter
hissed resentfully and left the
hall. With a voice of thunder the
doctor shouted, ”1 don’t care for
the hisses of those who dress in
silks and satins and do not pay
their taxes.
He was impartial. As a Repub
lican he said as spiteful things
about the Democrats as he had
previously said of their opponents.
He served often as moderator, su
perintendent of schools, police and
selectmen. After practicing medi
cine for 20 years or more in Thom
aston he moved to Rockland but
overwork had worn him out and
he died at his Summer street
home at the age of 53.
When he was young Dr. Crockett
had taken boxing lessons and was
rather proud and confident of his
pugilistic abilities. As a doctor he
worked hard and faithfully and
was very considerate of the poor
and unfortunate. He was very im
pulsive. made quick decisions and
wished for quick results. Had he
planned wisely, been more patient
and taken better care of himself,
perhaps he could have lived longer

and won greater results. However
each man must live hit own life
and perhaps he is happier that
way.
While he lived in Thomaston,

his wife had a calico pony and she
and her sister, laker Mrs. Wilde,
would go riding on good days, two
fine women who looked almost
exactly alike.
Well, Doctor Crockett has been
dead now 34 years and the last
barbecue is only a memory. Truly
time marches on.

THORNDIKEVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs had
as dinner guests on Easter, Mr.
and Mrs. Percy French of Cam
den.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw
and Mrs. Emily Pushaw were in
Bangor Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill
were in Thomaston Tuesday call
ing on Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown
They also called on Mrs. Merrill's
brother and sister-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Howard, in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Luce enter
tained the following guests Wed
nesday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Crabtree, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Orff of South Hope, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Crabtree, the
occasion being John’s 22nd birth
day.
Lloyd Moody and family of
Bath, formerly of South Hope,
called on. friends in this vicinity
Saturday of last week.
George H'lostis of Boothbay is
boarding at Kenneth Knight's
and employed at Holmes Packing
Plant in Rockland.
Callers at Lester Merrill's Sun
day were Mrs. Mabel Gath and
Mrs. Lucille Cousens of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cushing. Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis Young of Thom
aston, George Davis of Port Clyde.
The Easter Sunrise Services held
at South Hope schoolhouse attend
ed. There were visitors present
from Machias, Thomaston. Winnisquam, N. H. Nearly 30 people
were present.

The canted flight deck of the
USS Forrestal, the Navy’s new
super-carrier could accommodate
four football fields.

OUR TOWN
IS STRONGER ECONOMICALLY
BECAUSE OF
U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
141,000,000,000 of cash savings—in U. S. Savings

Bonds! They’re one of the world’s safest, surest invest

ments. Your Government guarantees the principal of
U. S. Scries E Savings Bonds—up to any amount—and

the rate of interest you receive.

Payroll Savings is the easiast
way Io save!

%

-

6-

One of tlie reasons so many people are reaching their
savings goals with Bonds is the Payroll Savings Plan.

It’s a sure-fire way to steady savings because the money

is saved for you—automatically.

You just sign the authorization card in the payroll
department where you work. Sign up for any amount
you wish—a couple of dollars a payday or ds much as
you can spare. And when enough has accumulated, it’s

automatically invested in a Series E Savings Bond in

rp

Jake a look around our town! Don't you see all the

your name and the Bond is turned over to you.

signs of a strong economy? How about that mechanic

Then your savings really go to work—building up a

down the street who just opened his own garage, the

backlog of security for you and your family. And add

neighbor who’s sending his son through medical school?

ing to the economic well-being of our town and our

I low about all those homes that are being started and

country! If you haven’t already signed up for the Pay

NEW "TRAVELLING WAVE" DESIGN

those bright new ears that are parked in front of our

roll Savings Plan, why not do it today?

DELIVERS STRONGER, CLEARER PICTURES

town’s bustling stores? Things look pretty healthy, don’t

they ?

Get the newest — the most powerful — TV antenna ever
developed. The "Travelling Wave" reinforces your picture
signals electronically and rejects all unwanted signals. Ends
"snow," "ghosts," and interference. Provides incomparable

Do you ever stop to wonder how much of this pros-

TniKIiV

reception on channels 2-13.

Silent

248 MAIN STREET

HEAT

ca more people are saving more money, purposefully,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

A. C. McLoon Co.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 51
105-tf

THE SECURITY OP YOUR FAMILY,

than ever before in the history of the world. Today,
more

H. EMERY
60-52

-oc

gency cither. Allhough that's part of it.

An even more encouraging fact is that all over Ameri

will last years longer. Best for COLOR TV.tool

W.

just because they helped our country through an emer

U. S. SAVINGS BONDS STRENGTHEN

Over 5 times stronger than any other TV ontenna. The

T-W

perity was made possible by U. S. Savings Bonds? Not

than

40,000,000

Americans own

more

than

YOUR COMMUNITY, YOUR ^COUNTRY

Tueidoy-Thoriday-Soturday

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.
Miss Laba Cook, who Is a stu
dent at Gorham State Teachers’
College and Lewis Cook, a stu
dent at the University of Maine,
were weekend guests of their par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Elden Cook.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 30, 1957

Museum Opens Show On Seagoing Maine

Americans drank two more
quarts of milk per person in 1956
than the year before and set a
new all-time record for cheese
consumption.

Miss Judy Harriman was a re
cent guest of her aunt and uncle,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Thibodoau of
Boothbay Harbor.

Llewellyn Oliver who spent ten
days' vacation with his mother,
Mrs. Clayton Oliver and brother
Ira Oliver has returned to his
teaching on Monhegan.
Gordon Winchenpaw of this town
and Donald Haggert of Englewood.
N. J., a student at the University
of Maine, Orono, were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Pottle, returning to the’ college
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Benner
and Sidney Carter were in Boothbay Harbor one day recently.
Mrs. Pearl Lawry and son Elton
of South Portland called on Mrs.
Stella Lawry last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wotton and
Mrs. Blanche Wallace of Lynn.
Mass., were weekend guests in
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons
of Camden. Mi-, and Mrs. Everett
Carter and friend of New Harbor,
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Janie
Murply and Rosa Carter.
Mrs. Clayton Oliver and sons
Llewellyn and Ira Oliver were in
Thomaston and Roekland one day
recently.
Mrs. Helen Cooke of West RoxASSOCIATED MERCHANTS
MUTUAL INSURANCE < OMI’ANY
Boston, Massachusetts

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
Bonds,
$267,855 93
Stocks,
34.896 30
Real Estate Owned,
4,793.00
Mortgage Loans on
Real Estate,
8 653 00
Cash and Bank Deposits,. 31,365.71
Agents Balances or Uncollected Premiums,
1.620 63
Other Assets,
4.441.10

A new record was also set for
cottage cheese consumption. Ice
cream was purchased at a rate
nearly dauble the 1935-39 average.
Butter consumption in 1956 drop
ped a tenth of a pould. but this
figure was still second highest of
the last five years.
These facts were announced this
week byfthe National Dairy Coun
cil with the publication of its an
nual
statistical study,
“How
Americans Use
Their
Dairy
Food.*’’. According to the publi
cation, the specific quantities of
various dairy foods consumed per
person in 1958 as compared with
1955 were:’

The Farnsworth Museum has
opened an exhibit in the Oak Gal
lery which will be ol interest to
many in this area populated with
seafarers and those who are in
terested in things nautical.
The exhibit has several models
of well known sailing ships of the
past on Penobscot Bay, plus
countless items of sh’p’s gear,
navigational
instruments
and
photographs of thc maritime life
of the area.
At one end of the exhibit hall.
Mrs. Janet Scott Berry of Rock
port has painted a diorama of
Rockland harbor scenes of the

Total Assets,
8293.618 77
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1056
Reserve for Losses,
$3,561.60
Reserve for Loss Adjustment Expenses,
448.45
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
59.096 74
Reserve for Taxes,
2,627 43 bury, Mass., spent the weekend
All Other Liabilities,
393.43 with her daughter and son-in-law
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Total Liabilities,
$66,127.65 Brown.
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit,
$30,000.CO
Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy
Unassigned Funds
1 called on their daughter and son(Surplus),
197,491.12
in-law and Mrs. Hartwell Carter
recently in Medomak.
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$227,491.12
Mrs. Sidney Carter and Mrs.
Bernard
Brown and daughters
Total,
$293,618.77
43-T-46 and 52 Karen and Christie and eon Jeff
rey were in Waterville recently.
NORWICH UNION FIRE
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Coito and
INSURANCE SOCIETY, LTD,
Norwich, England
twin sons of Saco were recent call
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1836
ers on her sister and brother-inBonds,
$7,117,679.53 law and family, Mr, and Mrs. Ar
Stocks,
1,478,473.58
Real Estate Owned,
200,000.00 thur McFarland.
Mr, and Mrs. Alfred Russell,
Cash and Bank De
posits,
396,681.57 Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis, Mrs.
Agents Balances or Un
Robert Stenger and son Ricky
collected Premiums,
628.891.52
were in Waterville one day re
Other Assets,
314,123.78
cently.
Total Assets.
$10,135,852.98
The many friends of Rev. Kath
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
leen Weed, who is a student at
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956
Boston Univerisly were pleased to
Reserve for Losses. $1,465,651.56
welcome her at tho Mfthodist
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
225,556.32 Church on Sunday.
Reserve for Unearned
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Johnson
Premiums,
4,062 572.30 and children were recent guests of
Reserve for Taxes.
126.244 58
their grandmother, Mrs. Clayton
AW Other Liabilities,
486,760.27
Oliver, enroute to Whitman, Mass.
Total Liabilities.
$6 3”6."85.03 They also visited with her brother
Special Surplus Funds, $402,214.73 and family, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Capital Paid Up or
Stetson.
Mr. Johnson has em
Statutory Deposit,
50O.OCO.O0
ployment at the Fore River shlpUnassigned Funds
(Surplus),
2,866 853.22 yaid and resides in Whitman.

days cf sail and the steamboat
era. Tillson’s Wharf, the I. L.
Snow Co. shipyards, Owls Head
and other spots are easily recog
nized.
The models have been loaned
by families of the area whose an
cestors sailed the vessels and
from them much other material
exhibited has been displayed.
The exhibit will remain on dis
play into the summer months to
permit summer visitors as we’l
as local persons to view it.
The picture above shows th?
Rockland brig Caroline Gray dis
played before a section of the

MRS HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent
Telephone 69

Morris.

Clayton Hunnewell visited with
his parents at Sanford for the
weekend.
Miss Margaret Heald
ind Miss Ethel Brocks of Milton.
Mass., and Mrs. Helen Heald of
Dedham, Mass., were
recent
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Leach.

1OOO SPACIOUS

MODERN ROOMS

SOUP
PLATE
Quit

|\Jo
CWtet width 14*

WITH EACH $5.00 PURCHASE

• NEWLY FURNISHED

The friendly Manger Hotel i» ju>t
a hop. skip and jump from

• MANY WITH If TV

This week's exciting feature in

BUNKER HILI • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARO

Conv«n,«nt
• MINUTIS TO SHOPPING —

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

WEEK-END

Welcome to Boston’s newe-f, mod
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its own bath and
radio.
FROM

♦5.50 Single* $8 00 Double

Special

FIRST NATIONAL STORES’
EXCLUSIVE DINNERWARE OFFER!

IvfRY WIIH • THURSOAY THROUGH SUNOAY

As Shown By Its Books

jU

APRIL 8, 1957
London C. Jackson, Treasurer
Brian A. Routledge, Asst. Treasurer
London C. Jackson, Trust Officer

DIRECTORS: C. H. Berry, P. P. Bicknell. W. K. Bicknell, J. (’. Creigh
ton, E. C. Ladd, A. C. McLoon, J. If. McLoon, H. C. Newbegin, G. F.
Payson, E. C. Perry, M. B. Perry, G. H. Thomas.

PER PERSON
PER DAY

DOUBLE ROOMS
"

$6 SINGLE OCCUPANCY

INCLUDING

Loan* and Discount*, including 6491.61 overdraft* ................ $ 933,997.05
Loan* on Mortgage* of Keal Estate
479,643.35
United State* Seeuritie* ........................................... .............................. 3,404, ‘0600
Corporate Stork* ........... ................................ . .............. ..........................
2,070 03
Bank Premise* 822,39(1 (19. Furniture and Fixture* 83,096.51
25,486.63
Keal Estate in Proce** of Foreclosure ..........................................
588 53
Cash and Due from Bank* ..............................—............... ........ ........
653,536 02
Other Assets ............................................................................... .........
37,310.36

$ 125.000.00

TREMONT AND
BOYLSTON STS.
OVERLOOKING

COMMON

ALBERT S. NOYES.
l.iiul.
til iSlisx.nner

THIS

Other Monger Hotel* in:

WEEK

New York, N. Y. • Washington. D C.
lotion. Mat,. • Cleveland, Ohio
Roche,ler, N. Y. • Grand Rapid., Mich.
Savannah, Ga.

J

Handy Ta THEATRES •

NOW—AIR CONDITIONED GUEST ROOMS

ROSTON

............. .............. S 131.624.92

MORE! START ANYTIME!

Soup Plate

70c
Value

Only 19c

FOURTH
WEEK

Fruit or Berry

55c
Value

Only 19c

FIFTH
WEEK

Coffee Cup

65c
Value

Only 19c

SIXTH
WEEK

Coffee Cup Saucer

40c
Value

Only 19c

SEVENTH
WEEK

7"

SSc

Only 19c

EIGHTH
WEEK

10" Dinner Plate

95c
Valua

Only 19c

NINTH

Bread - Butter

55c
Valua

Only 19c

WEEK

Salad Plate

Value

In addition to your regular
pieces of china, a complete
selection of matching
extra pieces will be made
available at the most
sensational savings ever.

SHOPPING • SUBWAYS •
HISTORIC SITES * BUSINESS DISTRICTS

207.960 00

S5.536.562.54

LE<-nqton ? 7800

v

6-8-12 OR

Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.

fe^Boston

LIABILITIES

I ndhlded Profits ................................................................ '...................
105,200.11
Reserve* ........... -............. .................... -.... -.............. -......... ............ .....
5,36006
Saving* Deposit* ............ —.................. -............ -................... ............. 2,907,980.05
Demand Deposit* ...................................................... -........................... 3,320,164.02
Other Deposit* (Offiet-r* and (ertified (hecks Outstanding)
12,913.71
61,204.65
Other Liabilities ........ . .................. ................. ......... ..............................

FOR RESERVATIONS

'okl/ouraine

$5,536,562.54

FOR

NORTH STATION BOSTON

•

(MACKS F RANI. GaoO'Ul MO"O9»>

Tri

SERVICE

Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire

COMPLETE BREAKFAST

Teletype - NY I 721

ASSETS

COMPLETE

BUILD A

IN

14 E. 21th St.. New York 14. N. V.

Organized July 15, 1933

MEMORANDUM: Trust Department

to FlUiW Boitwi

Hotel

Recommend' J bv AAA

Total Liabilities

Regular Retail Price 70c

AN INTERNATION A

of the

Capital Stork (C ommon) ...........................................................

Here is an outstanding Buy

Prince
George

THIATRIS — ALL TIRMINALS —
KVINING AND WIIR.IND
PARKING ADVANTAGES

Total Assets

were processed and manufactured
from an average 699 pounds of
milk per person. This left a sur
plus of 49 pounds per person, one
pound per person less than in 1955
and 22 pounds per person less than
the peak surplus of 71 pounds per
person in 1953—an improvement
of 31 per cent.
How did America produce a lecord amount in milk with fewer
dairy cows on the farms and a
larger population to feed? Through
greater milk production p *r cow—
6.006 pounds per cow in 1956, the
first time that figure has ex
ceeded 6.000.
Price-wise, also, the dairy foods
industry has a good story to tell
to the homemaker. According to
the Dairy Council publication the
average retail price for dairy
foods has risen only 8 per cent
above the 1947-49 average as
against at 12 per cent average
rise for all foods.

IN NEW YORK

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

Herbert C. Newbegin, President
Morris B. Perry, Vice President
Harold S. Davis, Vice President

SINGING SERGEANTS FEATURE
OF U. S. AIR FORCE BAND

The official chorus of the Unit be seen playing musical instru
ed States Air Force Band, thc ments in either the band or or
Singing Sergeants, appealing in chestra. Their schedule is decid
edly brisk and fast paced. They
conceit at the Rockland Commun
appear on each of the programs
ity Building when the band pre presented by the United States Air
sents a matinee and evening con Force Band, appear in concert re
cert on May 3. sponsored by the citals. operettas and oratorios plus
Rockland Lions Club, is composed performing at numerous state,
of instrumentalists from within the military, and diplomatic func
1956
United States Air Force Band. tions.
’Huid milk
144 qts.
They are a group of 25 players,
The Singing Sergeants will be
Cheese (exclusive of
who, as a result of intensive re one of the feature attractions when
cottage)
8 lbs.
hearsals and expert direction, the Rockland Lions Club presents
Cottage cheese
4.5 lbs. SOUTH WARREN
have been molded into one of thc the Air Force Band at the Com
Ice cream
15.6 qts.
Ricky Fales was host on Friday world's top flight vocal ensembles. munity Building in Rockland for
Butter
8 8 lbs. to the recently formed boys’ club.
When not appealing as the Sing a matinee and evening concert on
Evaporated and Condensed
Everett Draper nas purchased ing Sergeants, its 25 members will Friday. May 3.
milk
15.5 lbs.
a house lot near the home of
Dry whole milk
.26 lbs.
Edgar Ames and plans to build.
STATE OFFICIALS ATTENDING
Nonfat dry milk
5.0 lbs.
Mrs. Laura Copeland, Mrs.
1955
j Nettie
Copeland,
Mrs.
Doris LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
Fluid milk
142 qts.
Maxey, Mrs. Olive Fales * ard
Cheese (exclusive of
Mrs. Marion Wood were guests ANNUAL BANQUET THIS EVENING
cottage)
7.8 lbs.
Friday of Mrs. Estelle Newbert
Cottage cheese
4.4 lbs.
Mrs. Richard Sampson, presi Miss Madeline Philbriek, Public
and Mrs. Leila Smalley at their
Ice cream
15.3 qts.
and
Mrs.
Robert
home on Gillcrist Street in Thom dent of the League of Women Relations;
Butter
8.9 lbs. aston.
Voters of Maine, and Mrs. Lewis Chisholm, “Know Your Town
Evaporated and Condensed
Niven, organization chairman of Study”.
milk
16.0 lbs.
Members of the board will meet
With arrival of warmer weather, the State League, will be guest
Dry whole milk
.25 lbs. we can be sure that children will speakers at the annual banquet with the president. Mrs. Horatio
Nonfat dry milk
5.5 lbs. be playing out-of-doors more and meeting of the League of Women Cowan, at 5.30 preceding the an
On the production side, mi’k more. After being cooped up in Voters of Rockland to be held at nual m 'eting. and all board mem
production in 1956 was 748 pounds doors during the long winter the Thorndike Hotel at 6.33 this bers including executive and
of milk for each man, woman and months, they will be playing with evening.
board of directors will meet im
child in thc United States. The | great enthusiasm.
Sometimes.
During the business session mediately following the program
dairy foods consumed last year 5 they will forget about nearby traf league members wild adept a for a post annual board meeting.
fic. Our Governor's Committee local current agenda for the en
Clark is convalescing after a on Highway Safety urges us to suing year, elect officers and di
The Navy’s new super-carrier,
hospital experience. Mrs. Minnie accept more than our share of the rectors and adopt a budget.
USS Forrestal, required 2,400
Newbert of Thomaston is the responsibility to keep them from
In addition to annual reports of miles of one-quarter inch welding
housekeeper.
harm. The committee asks us to officers, the following reports will 265,033 pieces of steel, 230,000
Daniel Weislander and Miss think twice—once for ourselves be given: Miss M. Lucille Nason. rivets, about 180 miles of pipe,
Elta Benner of Poi'tland were and once for thc kids.
United Nations; Mrs. Stewart 290 miles of electric cable, 13 500
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Orberton. Probation and Parole; drawings and 2,100 miles of blue
Charles Leach.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette. Mrs. George Harvey. Finance; prints.

The Lincoln Baptist Association
Friends are pleased to learn
will hold its annual meeting on • that Mrs. Marion Clark has
Thursday, May 9. at the United opened her home on the Wallston
Ba.ptist Church in Thomaston.
Road for the- summer. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Guptill
and three children of Rockland
"ttez
were weekend guests of Allison

The heavy cruiser USS Toledo
has steamed enough miles since
her commissioning in 1946 to have
$10,135 852.98
47* and 49 T-52 sailed around thc world 10 times.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

painting by Mrs. Berry which
shows Tillson Wharf. The model
is on loan from Woodbury Sno.v
of Rockland.
The Caroline Gray was built by
I. L. Snow Company in 1S69 for
Capt. Andrew J. Gray of Rb'*kland who sailed her for many
years, running to England, the
East Indies and American ports.
She was 115 feet in length; had a
beam of 28 feet eight inches and
drew 14 feet of water and was
documented at 327 gross tons. In
later years, she was owned by
Snow and was re-rigged as a
schooner.

Miss
Cheryl
Havener
and
brother Ricky, children of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Havener of
Rockland have been guests sev
eral days with their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Paterson.

Tenants Harbor

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$3,769,067.95
Total,

USE OF DAIRY PRODUCTS BY
AMERICANS INCREASED LAST YEAR

MODERN COMFORTMIE ACCOMMODATIONS

’

Reasonably Priced
CHILDREN UNPER M —NO CHARGE
PARKING AVAIIABIE

Yoo II enjoy THE SABLE ROOM ond fhe TOURAINE GRILij

On sale only at the First National Supermarket

331 Main St., Rockland

foMdaT-TTiursday-Satunlay

Ccvr??r GarHt?, Tvetday, April 30,1957

THOMASTON
New* end Social Item*, Notice* and Advertisement* may be »ent
or telephoned to
MRU GEORGE NFWBERT HIGH BT TEL 15#-0

wild animal hunt and other
scenes. Closing was lead by
Nicholas DeWolfe. The final pack
meeting of the season will be held
May 24 and the theme will be Cub
Scout Firemen.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Jameaon
and daughter. JoAnne, and Mra.
Annie Mank were in Lewiston
Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Sullivan.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Starr are
in Boston on business.

Pythian Jubilee
Mrs. Greta Clarke served as
Most Excellent Chief at the
Pythian Jubilee in Boothbay Har
bor Saturday afternoon. Two
candidates from Thomaston. Mrs.
Letha Monroe and Mrs. Martha
Alley,
received
the
degrees.
Others from Mayfl wer Temple
attending were: Mrs. Carolyn
Whitten, Mrs. Gladys Ring. Mis.
Ellen Jones, Mrs. Dorothy Jame
son, Mrs. Ella Andrews, Mrs.
Mena Watts, Mrs. Rose Robinson,
Mrs. Helen Tabbutt. Mrs. Bar
bara Baines, Mrs. Kate Ben,
Mrs. Grace Irvine, Mrs. Thclm:
Everett. Mrs. I*ois Harjula. Mrs.
Elvie Shields, Mrs. Eva William
son, Mrs. Stella Robinson, Mrs.
Marcelene Stone and Mrs. Marie
Ripley.
The officers of Arcana
Lodge, Knight of Pythias, opened
the jubilee with Albert Harjula
serving as Chancellor Command
er. Other officers were: Lester
Gray,
Robert.
Todd,
Stanley
Smith, Lewellyn Baines, Alden
Watts, William Wingate. William
Shields and Guy Stockbridge. Otto
Irvine served as Supreme Inner
Guard.

Mrs. Grace Andrews is visiting
her

daughter,

Mrs.

George

Creighton, in Camden.
A large group of parents cleaned
up the Little League baseball field
Sunday afternoon and prepared it
for the coming season.
Miss Jennie Moody has returned
home after having been a patient
at Knox Hospital.
1 Rev. and Mrs. John B. S. Fitz
patrick and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Hallowell were dinner guests Sat
urday of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Morrill at Weoks Mills. They at
tended the installation ceremonies J
of Lily Of The Valley Chapter,
OES, Saturday night.
Otto Rodamer is a patient at
the Miles Memorial Hospital in
Damariscotta.
There will be a meeting of the
parents of the Little League and
Farm baseball teams at 7.30 at
the Legion Hall Wednesday eve
ning.

Nelson Sabien and son. Nelson.
Jr., were in Portland Thursday
where they met Mrs. Sabien who
returned home with them after
having been a patient at the
Maine Medical Center.
Cub Scout Pack 215 held its
April meeting Friday night with
Larry Harriman leading the Flag
Salute and Roland Smalley lead
ing the Cub Scout promise. Badges
awarded were: Wolf badge to
James Frankowski. Oliver Frankowsiki and Ronald Korhonen.
Bear badige went to John Spear.
Scotty Howard won a gold arrow,
Robert Genevicz, a gold and sil
ver arrow, Nicholas DeWolfe, a
gold and two silver arrows. There
were exhibits and skits on “Swiss
Family Robinson’’ featuring out
door living, cartup
♦’

Herbert Simmons of the Rock
land Awning Co. now has the tele
phone installed in his shop on
Rockland street. The number is
1036-M.
50*tf

EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Cushman
and sons Albert and David of
Portland. Mrs. Frank Conary and
son Warren of Friendship, Mrs.
James McAleer and daughter
Beth of Larchmont, N. Y., Mrs.
L. A. Winchenbach and grandson
Charles Bowers, of Damariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flanders of
Newcastle and hou-e guests, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Crozier of Sau
gus. Mass., Charles Young, R. H.
Bowers, Mrs. Annie Mank and
Robert Jones have been gue°ts of
Mrs. L. I. Mank and family.
Miss Hazel Burns of Friendship
was a guest of Miss Nancy Pietila
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jewell
and four children of Belfast were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Tolman.
Mr. and Mrt. William Carney
of Peabody, Mass., were holiday
weekend guests at Fred Munroe’s.
Mrs. Joseph Glaude was a Fri
day guest at Richard Glaude’s in
Cushing.
Chester Wren, who has been
vis ting with his son, Carl, of
Rochester, N. Y.. has returned
home.
Harlow Kennedy visited his
grandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph Eugley of West Waldoboro,
several days.
Miss Glenys Miller is home on
vacation from Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Melvin of
Camden were Saturday guests at
Clifton Miller’s.
Earle Miller called on Stanley
Young in Warren recently.
Robert Jones and Mrs. Annie
Mank were Monday callers at
Mrs. Florence Flanders.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kennedy and
sons were in Damariscotta Mon
day and at his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Kennedy, Sr., of Jeff
erson Sunday.
Joseph Glaude, Jr., and family
spent Friday evening at the home
of Harold Black, Jr., in TenantHarbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mank, Mrs

SPRING
COAL PRICES
IN EFFECT
MAY 1

Dunn & Elliot
THOMASTON, ME.
TEL. 5

STUDLEY

HARDWARE
THOMASTON

20% Discount On A
Discontinued Brand of Paint
PAINT ROLLER AND
TRAY SET

98c

BAMBOO LAWN RAKES

79c

WINDOW SCREENS

59c

SPONGE RUBBER FLOOR
SI .69
MATS
$2.49
SPADING FORKS
HOUSE BROOM

$1.59

WHITE TOILET SEATS

$3.95

2 LB. LAWN GRASS
SEED

95c

CYLINDER NIGHT
LATCH

S1.65

25 FOOT TROUBLE
LIGHT

$1.90

VACUUM BOTTLE

$1.69

Vt*

PLAYTIME ACCIDENT TAKES LIFE

DEATH CLAIMS SUMMER RESIDENT

OF TWO YEAR OLD SUSAN THURSTON

By Elmer Rarde
i Thorndike Hotel for dinner while
Word has been received by his he would patronize some of the
other eating establishments on
Rockland friends that James
Main or Park streets for his
Noble Gifford, traveler, lecturer,
other meals. His walks to and
and author passed away while a from the.se eating places were
winter resident at Tampa, Fla., on about the only exercise he permit-,
Jan. 23 of this year.
ted himself, those and his endless
Gifford is best remembered as .rocking, to and fro.
the huge man who rocked himself
Gifford specialized in tales of
back and forth, all summer long, travel, adventure and mystery’,!
on the front porch of the home of writing under various pen names
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carsley on for the pulp magazine trade. In
Pleasant street, where he had his earlier years he authored sev
spent his summers for many years eral novels, best known among
past.
them being “Caviar for Break
Well known and liked by all who fast,’’ a romantic story based on
met him, Gifford’s friends in town his experiences as tutor to the
were many. He would watch and children of a millionaire.
greet arrivals, by train or bus, at
Funeral services were held at
the railroad station just across the Tampa, interment at New York
street from his summer home and City. The death of Mr. Gifford
would always have a word of good came as a great shock to his local
cheer for those leaving town from hosts as Fiank and Dorothy Cars
the same place. Children loved ley had visited with him, at
him for he would always find Tampa, only three days before he
some goody for them or have a passed away. At that time he had
story to tell for their amusement. renewed his standing reservation
Regular as clock work Gifford for the best room on Pleasant
would wander each evening to the | street, starting May 1.

(Continued from Page One)

joined shortly after by Dr. Wes
ley N. Wasgatt and the child's
father who was at work at H. H.
Crie Company, where he is a
salesman.

The child, who had apparently
been in the water for nearly 10
minutes, was pronounced dead by
accidental drowning, by Knox
County Medical Examiner, Dr.
David Mann of Camden.
The small circular shape ex_
cavation contained about two feet
of water, the surface of which was
* over a foot
bank. It
had been used just last wfek by
\
firemen to replenish pack tanks
while battling the Glen Cove
woods fire.
Funeral services were held for
r". *
the child Monday afternoon at 2
S *
• o'clock at the Littlefield Memorial
Susan Thurston
Baptist Church.
Rev. Cheater
M. Staples officiated. Interment
screaming that her sister was in
was at the Amsbury Hill Cemetery
the water and her shouts were
in Rockport.
heard by her mother, Mrs. Marie
Besides her parents. Susan is
Thurston, and neighbor, Mrs.
survived by two sisters. Karen and
Rosalie Grindle, who both rushed
Sandra; her paternal grandpar
to the scene.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. J. Wesley
Another neighbor, Merrill Mo- Thurston. Sr., of Rockland; ma
rang hearing the shouts of the ternal grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
children, raced to the waterhole Warren Dorr of Rockland; pater
and lifted the little girl to the nal great grandparents, J. C.
bank. He started artificial respir- Davis of Rockport and Mrs. Etta
ation. assisted by Bob Blackman May Thurston of Rockport; ma
who had responded from his work ternal gnat grandparents, Mr.
at a florist shop across the road and Mrs. Perley Flaherty and Mr.
When making oat your will re
from the home.
and Mis. Eail Strout, Milbridge, ■ember your church and your
Mrs. Thurston called firemen and Mrs. Annie Dorr of Colum oopltal.
who responded immediately with bia Falls; and several uncles,
MRS. HARRIET W. ANDREWS
lifesaving equipment. They were aunts and cousins.
Mrs.
Harriet W.
Andrews,
widow of Willard Andrews, died
Proclamation
at Union early Saturday morning
after a long illness. She was born
“Whereas, the Benevolent and
at Lynn. Mass., Feb. 28. 1879, the
Protective Order of Elks has
daughter of John H. and Harriet
designated May 1 as Youth Day to
By Carol LaneMai^H
Bell Lincoln.
honor America’s Junior Citizens
Women's Travel Authority
She had been a resident of War
for their accomplishments, and to
Car Air Conditioners
ren for many years, the last four
give fitting recognition of their
years making her home with her
services to community, state, and
Want to carry your own weather
sister, Mrs. Florence Torrey.
nation.
with you when you drive this sum
Besides the sister, she is sur
mer''
Here's
a
word
about
car
air
And, whereas the Rockland
vived by a son Benjamin L. An
conditioners:
Lodge of Elks will participate in
Any standard American car can drews, of Waldoboro, and several
the statewide event to be held at be equipped with an air conditioner.
nephew’s and nieces.
Augusta on Saturday in tribute to The cost rs S-I<)0-.$500, depending on
Funeral services were held from
the junior citizens of the state, model of car and unit.
the Simmons Funeral Home, Mon
and having previously honored lo-'
day afternoon at 2 o’clock w’ith
cal youths with awards made here.
Rev. Curtis C. Busby officiating.
And. whereas, there could be no
Burial was in the Newcomb ceme
event more deserving of our sup
tery.
port and participation than one
dedicated to these young people
MRS. ROSE EDWARDS
who represent the nation’s great
Mrs. Rose Edwards, 82, died
est resource, and who in the years
Saturday afternoon at the home of
ahead will assume the respon
her daughter, Mrs. Nellie Nye, at
sibility for the advancement of our
37 Camden street.
vJ a ---aX
/Vv
free society,
She was born in Rockland July

BITLARY

Tips on Touring

And, whereas, our youth need
the guidance, inspiration and en
couragement which we alone can
give, in order to develop those
qualities of character essential for
future leadership.

17, 1874, the daughter of Thomas
The average car air conditioner and Lucy Gardner Venner.
is aone-and-a-half-ton job. (It gives I The widow of Edwin Edwards,
the same cooling you would get by she had made her home in Clark
melting a Pi-ton block of ice in Island since her marriage, only in
twenty-four hours.) In your home, ; recent years living with her chil
. ,
ui
av
dren. Widowed in 1918, she had
And,
whereas, to achieve
this it would be good for a 25-by-30-foot
J
t.
L
room.
w orthy objective we should demEarly car air conditioners had the devoted herself to her children and
onstrate our partnership ^vith evaporator unit containing the coils grandchildren through the years.
She was a member of the St.
youth, our understanding of their filled with refrigerant fluid in the |
hopes and aspirations and a sin- luggage compartment. While this is George Baptist Church.
Four daughters survive her,
cere willingness to help prepare still true to some extent, more and
them in every way for the respon more cars carry the entire system Mrs. Nellie Nye of Rockland, Mrs.
up front under the hood.
Olive Strout of Thomaston, Mrs.
sibilities and opportunities of citi
More than 500,000 cars are now
zenship.
air-conditioned. Sales are steadily Lucy Freeman, Dorchester, Mass.,
Now, therefore, I Henry S. rising. This year, the industry ex and Mrs. Rose Torrey of Fair
Marsh. Chairman of the Rockland pects to sell 450,000 units, and is lawn, N. J.
Also, three sons, Edwin R. EdCity Council, do hereby proclaim aiming at 2 million for 19C1. ,
Car air conditioners have made wards, Rockland; Ernest L. EdMay 1 as Youth Day, and urge all
driving not only more comfortable,
departments of government, and but a, „ safer_ On long tl.ipSi th# wards. Owls Head, and Peter W.
civic,
fraternal and
patriotic cool, dry air keeps the motorist wide Edwards of Rockland; and 16
grandchildren and 10 great-grand
group?, and our citizens generally awake, alert.
children.
to participate wholeheartedly in-----------------Funeral services were conduct
its observance.’’
Men seldom fail because they
ed at the Russell Funeral Home at
Henry S. Marsh, Chairman,
Knock -they knock because they
Rockland City Council.
have already failed.

MRS

RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone TEmple 2-9261

Donald Day, who is employed
in Boston, spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ralph.
Miss Myrtle Reever has re
turned from Newton, Mass.
Mrs. Marion Kaler was in Rock
land Friday.
Mrs. Verna O ff, who has been
visiting her niece, Mrs. Esther
Gross, has returned to her home
in Union.
Clifford Leigher of Augusta
spent the weekend in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland

Margaret Matson and son Edward
were Sunday guests of Edwin
Flanders in Newcastle.
Mrs. Mary Elwell, Mrs. Sadie
Glaude and Mrs. Camilla Glaude
attend'd a party at Mis. Mary
-laude’s in Cushing recently.
Mrs. Raymond Trank of Fitch
burg, Mass., was a Friday guest
of Miss Glenys Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Widdcombe of Roekland called at Clifon Miller’s Wednesday evening.

KNOX

PAAADFM

MRS. LESLIE SOULE
Mrs. Nettie M. Soule, 66, wife of
Leslie Soule, died April 27, at her
home on Marble avenue, Waldo
boro. She was born at Sherman,
Jan. 4, 1892, the daughter of Nel
son and Adelaide Perry Stafford.
Mrs. Soule was a member of Crys
tal Chapter, O.E.S. of Damariscot
ta and St. Andrews’ Episcopal
Church of Newcastle.
Besides her husband, she Is sur
vived by two sons, Delmont Soule
of Pittsfield; Nelson Soule of Free
port; two daughters, Mrs. Virginia
Smithwick of Waldoboro and Mr9.
Jean Hahn of Washington, D. C.
Also, three sisters, Mrs. Albra
Whitcomb of Searsport, Mrs. Alice
Lovett of Brewer and Mrs. Myrtle
Brophy of Bangor, and eight
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at
2 p. m. (today) at the Strong Fu
neral Home in Damariscotta. In
terment will be in Hillside Ceme
tery. Damariscotta.

Mrs. Irving Moulton and two
children of Scarboro were recent
guests of her mother, Mrs. Mary
Mitchell.
Members of the Chaclavae Club
will enjoy a covered dish supiper
preceding their regular meeting on
Wednesday
evening. Following
the meeting colored slides will be
shown by Mrs. Virginia Thomas.
There will be an important rehearsal of the degree team of
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge on

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
6.30 - 8.30

A CURE FOR
SPRING

"... so I looked

She Lived
3 Strange
Lives!

EXPENSES

him straight

get *25 to *1500 in

1

DAY

A sure-cure for expenses from Auto Repairs •
Tires • Paint • House Repairs • Clothing • or

EPom

LIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

In ROCKLAND:

359 Main Street
Second Floor

—

Above

Leighton's Jewelry

Store

Phone: 1720

PRESCRIPTION

Although a field artilleryman
through early training and World
War I experience, he became
known over the years as a special
ist in Army finance, transportation
and supply.

1

j
|

|
j

.

j
'
I
|

Major General Herbert M. Lord,
his father, was director of the fed
eral budget after his retirement
from the Army after a distin
guished career.
The general and Mrs. Lord re
turned to Rockland to make their
home in 1948. In retirement, he
accepted the task of organizing the
Knox County Civil Defense estab
lishment and seived for some time
as Civil Defense director. Also, he
was at one time commodore of the
Rockland Yacht Club and presi
dent of the Tufts College Alumni
Association.

Friday, May 3, at 7 p. m. This
will be the last rehearsal before
the official visitation of the presi
dent of the Assembly, and all
members are urged to attend.
At the meeting of Megunticook
Grange on Wednesday evening the
third and fourth degrees will be
conferred on three candidates.
Due to the change in time the
meeting will begin at 8 p. m. in
stead of 7.30 p. m. Supper will
be served at 6.30 p. m.
The Women’s Fellowship of the
Congregational Church will hold a
food sale at Carleton, French’s
Store on Saturday, May 4. at 9.3C
a. m. This sale is to raise funds
for an additional scholarship for
a very worthy student in the
Philippines. Chairman for the
food sale is Mrs. John Mc
Donough, assisted by Mrs. Daniel
Harding and Mrs. David Landell.
The annual meeting and election
>f officers of the Megunticook
7 sh and Game Association will
be held at the Camden Outing
Hub Friday, May 3, with a baked
lam and bean supper to be
erved from 5.30 to 7 p. m. Mem>ers of the Fish and Game Dexirtment will be guests for the
nnual affair.
The regular monthly business
.leeting and covered dish Fellow
ship supper of the Chestnut Street
Japtist Church will be held Thurslay.
Supper will be served at
115.

Surviving him is his widow, Mrs.
Helen Cooper Lord; two sons, Ken
neth P. Lord, Jr., of Gardiner and
Herbert M. Lord 2nd of Riverside,
Conn. Also, one sister, Mrs. Ruth
Van Rensselaer of Norris, Term.,
and six grandchildren.

Herbert Simmons of the Rockind Awning Co. now has the tele>hone installed in his shop on
Rockland street. The number is
)36-M.
50‘tf

"MOHAWK"
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WOCKLAMD

DRIVE-IN
*<

"D DAY, 6th OF JUNE"
AND

"BEST THINGS IN LIFE
ARE FREE"

WED. - THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
FOUR BIG DAYS
The Year's Biggest

Box Office Hit
aC,h CENTU*V-FOX pro

RiCHSRD EGAN
DEBRA PAGET
and introducing

ELVIS PRESLEY

Love /We
Tender
tf

With

Scott Brady and Rita Gam

ENDS TUESDAY
Mat. 2.00 - Eve. 6.30-8.30

Ml M11LAHDAMTH0NY QIWHPEBRA PASETl
Cinemascope

THE

EDGE

WEDNESDAY • THURSDAY - FRIDAY • SATURDAY
MATINEE 2 00 — EVENING

FO9MMIT

PU6LIC

IOAN

CORPORATION

OF

ROCKLAND

6.30-8.30

^Deborah KERR-Robert M ITCH UM

Heaven Knows
Mr.AHison”

Bryna Production • * »-t-« Ma

ENDS TUESDAY - "DESIGNING WOMAN"
Gregory Peck - Lauren Bacall

Cinemascope

PLUS

CORPORATION

OF ROCKLAND

~T/fC.aZzrL

LAST TIME TUESDAY NIGHT

PUBLIC FINANCE

DRUGGISTS

A PARK ST*.-PH. 44b - ROCKLAND

A

wstRICHARD BOONE

A

PHARMACY
MAIN

raw*

Save time — phone before coming in.

staff of the Eastern Defense Com
mand and on July 30, 1945 became
the commanding general of the
It
, Eastern Defense Command.
| was this post that he held up<?n his
retirement the following year.
He came out of World War I with
the temporary rank of lieutenant
colonel. In the reduction of the
Army in peace time, he reverted
to his permanent rank of captain
in 1920, but rose in permanent rank
to become a major in 1920, a lieu
tenant colonel in 1935 and a colonel
in 1940. He was made brigadier
general in September of 1941.

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-2197

By day she feared men!
By night men feared her!

any other seasonal expense, plus unpaid bills. You’ll
find a sensible plan for any desire or emergency.

And told him I always have my prescriptions filled at
Goodnow's Pharmacy.

Hector
Denomme, Mrs.
Lin
wood Leighton, Jr., Mrs. Thomas
Payne, Mrs. Charles Begley, Mrs.
Asa A. Weeks, Mrs. Frances Rando'ph, Mrs. Theodore Wooster,
Mrs. Phillip Weston, Mrs. Tru
man
Thomas,
Mrs.
William
Jameson. Mrs. Louis Martin, Mrs.
Hadley Miller, Mrs. Edward Treworgy, Mrs. John Conley, Mrs.
Kelsey Harkins, Mrs. Wilmot
Dow, Sr., Mrs. William Zucchi,
Mrs. Kenneth Orr, Mrs. Harry
Brown. Mrs. Miller was assisted
in entertaining by Mrs. Wilmot S.
Dow, Mrs. Harold Gross and Mrs.
Stanley Lenfast.

2 o’clock Monday afternoon by
Rev. John B. S. Fitzpatrick of the
Thomaston Baptist Church. In
terment was in the Wiley's Corner
Cemetery in St. George.

MRS. FANNIE HEAL
Mrs. Fannie Heal, 68, widow of
Herbert L. Heal, died Saturday at
the home of her son, Vernon B
Heal in Lincolnville.
Mrs. Heal
was born at Lincolnville, March 20.
1889, the daughter of Otis ani'
Frances Bowes Eugley.
Surviving besides her son, Ver
non, are two other sons, Roland A
Heal and Kendon H. Heal, both of
Manchester, Conn.; three daugh
b Williams-Brazier
ters, Mrs. Bessie Dean, Mrs. Seim.^XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^.
Cilley and Mrs. Muriel Richardso5 PUBLIC PARTY 8
Post
all of Lincolnville; one brotheJ
Irving Eugley of Lincolnville; on
No. 37
\ COMMUNITY BUILDING
sister, Mrs. Dora Drever of DoNEW LOCATION
Chester, Mass.; and 14 grandchil
NEW LEGION HALL
dren.
j
Every
Wadsworth and Main Sts.
Funeral services were held Mor
^Wednesday Night? I
day at 2 p. m. from the Gilbert C
Public Party
Laite Funeral Home, Camden wit!
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., official
7.30 P. M.
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
ing.
Interment was in Uppe
$
40-T-tfx
KNOX COUNTY
/
Cemetery. Lincolnville.
FISIl AND GAME ASSN.
4-T-tf*
H _
PHONE 409 w *

-dvertise in The Courier-Gazette

in the eye."

WALDOBORO

after duty w’ith the Army of Occu
pation in Germany, he served at
Camp Dodge, Iowa briefly and then
(Continued from Page One)
had duty with the Enlisted Allot
World War I, and was later as
ments Branch of the Zone Finance
signed to the Army of Occupation. I
Office in Washington.
As commanding officer of the
He graduated in 1922 from the
2nd Battalion of 77th Field Artillery
Field Artillery Technical School at
in France in September of 1918. he Fort Sill, Ckla., and was assigned
was cited for heroism and award as a National Guard instructor for
ed the Silver Star. In France, he two years prior to assignment at
commanded troops in the Aisne- the National Guard Bureau in
Marne, St. Mihlel and Meuse- Washington. Continuing in field
Argonne Offensives.
artillery, he graduated from the
Returning to the States in 1919 advanced course at the Field Ar
tillery School at Fort Sill in 1930.
have returned to Loudville, after
Tht‘ following year, he graduated
spending the winter in town.
from the Army Industrial College
Farewell Party
and was placed in charge of the
Mrs. Roger E. Miller gave a Estimate and Fiscal Control Divi
farewell party Thursday evening sion of the office of Chief of Fi
at her summer home at Medo- ance of the Army in Washington.
mak for Mrs. Thayer Richardson, I He was named supply officer of
who moved Saturday to Darien, the First Division at Fort Hamil
Conn. Mr. Richardson was trans ton. N. Y.. in 1936. following near
ferred from the Waldoboro Syl ly two years’ duty at Fort Ethan
vania Plant to the New York Allen, Vt. Two years later he went
office. Mrs. Richardson has been to Governors Island in New York
active in the Girl Secuts, PTA. harbor as supply, transportation
and church work while living and finance officer of the First
here. She was presented with a Army. Later, he was assistant
chief of staff of the First Army
bridge set of table and chairs.
and
rose to become chief of staff
Invited guests were: Mrs. Wal
ter
Savchick,
Mrs.
William in 1942.
Towers, Mrs. John H. Miller, Mrs. I In 1944, he was named chief of

General Lord

COLOR by OC LUXE
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OPENS V/EDNESDAY FOR FOUR DAYS AT STRAND

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

ROCKPORT

MISS DORIS HYLER

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HEBE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once tor SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
for each line, hall price each additional time need. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, 1. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrler-Garette office
for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best resalts.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.

MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592

Correspondent
| Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
! Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

The Fred A. Norwood Relief
The WOW 4-H boys met with
Corps met Thursday evening at
their leader, Mrs. Miles Leach.
the G.A.R. Hail. The meeting was
Friday evening. Meriill Howard
conducted by president. Mrs. Jean
gave a demonstration on meas
Gushee. It was reported that Mrs.
Two musical activities are to Nov. 8, 1951. on hia 24th birthday,
uring a cow, while Billie Moody
Emma Torrey was ill. Games take place at Bowdoin College in I he gave his first New York recital,
demonstrated how to tie a square
were played after the meeting. early May which should attract in Carnegie Hall. Mr. Eto is now’
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
knot. For a community project,
Th<* Corps will meet next Thurs many music lovers throughout the a member of the faculty at Curtis.
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
the boys voted to collect maga
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
day at the G.A.R. Hall.
State. On Wednesday, May 1, the He has toured throughout the Unit
zines for Togus. If you have
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB ’
The TV Six met Friday evening Japanese violinist. Toshiya Eto, ed States, playing with leading or
magazines which you are through
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
with Mr. and Mrs. Gene Howe, will present a concert which will chestras and giving solo recitals.
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
with, call either Mrs. Miles Leach
be open to the public without ad He has also appeared in Mexico,
Camden.
Line.
or Mrs. Arthur Burgess and one
mission charge. The hour pre Central America, Italy, Hawaii
Mrs.
Sara
Pendleton
returned
of the boys will be glad to call for
sumably will be 8 p. m. Born in and Japan.
to
her
home
Wednesday
evening
them. Winfield Gordon,
game
On Sunday, May 5. at 8.15 p. m.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
after being a surgical patient at Tokyo Mr. Eto first gained recog
warden, gave a talk on Inland
the Maine Medical Center. Port nition in his native country at the in the Pickard Theatre in Memo
1936 FORD Pickup for sale,
USED Fairbanks Morse Water Fish and Games Regulations and
age of 12. when he won first place rial Hal’. Prof. Frederic E. T.
land.
good condition.
LEMUEL MIL Pump (piston type) for sale with the requirements needed to b- in the National Music Contest and Tillotson, will play the Bach ‘‘D
LER, JR., Pleasant Point. Cush motor and 40 gal. tank, $35. Also, come a game warden. Joel'
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach of
also won the Ministry of Educa minor Piano Concerto” in the
ing.
52* It Reo power lawn mower. $35. R. O.
Duty Calls. Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitehum in a poignant scene Wakefield. Mass, is spending the tion Prize. Before he was gradu- final Bowdoin College concert of
PENNEY, Cushing.
51*53 Moore and Carl Perry served re- 1
BROCADED Velour 3 Piece
freshments the hoys playing a , I mm Twentieth Century-Fox'* distinguished film, “Heaven Knows, Mr. weekend at their summer home on at« d from the Tokyo Academy of the year. He will be aecompanELEC, stove for sale, good cond.
Parlor Set for sale, excellent
Allison,” which opens Wednesday at the Strand Theatre. In this scene,
game
during the social hour. The : the two recognize each of their respective calls to service, despite (lie Camden street.
Music, in 1948. he was first vio- ied by the Colby Community Or
cond., $100; other sets, $50 up. Robert Hall, Kossuth St.. THCM
Mrs. Mabel Withee has returned
next
meeting
will
be
May
10.
with
50 52
unusual circumstances that have marooned them on a lonely island be
Also, two covered antique chairs, ASTON, TEL. 98-12.
linist of the Tokyo Chamber Music chestra under the direction of
home
after
visiting
with
Mr.
and
hind
enemy
lines
in
World
War
II.
brocaded satin covers, $50 a
Association; also a soloist with the Prof. Ernano Comparetti. This
UPRIGHT Piano for sale, in Miles Saunders and there will be j
Mrs.
B.
A.
Gardner
of
Augusta.
pair; other chairs, $10 up; bed good condition. CALL 433-R.
a judging contest. The boys be
Nippon Philharmonic Orchestra, concert will also be open to the
room sets, china closets, general
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Upham
The annual meeting of the War
50*52 longing to this club are: Billie i ol Tolland. Conn., were guests of
th- Tokyo Symphony, and the public without admission charge.
line of furniture.
Reasonable I----------Mr. and Mrs. David White, com ren Women's Club will be Thurs- i and daughter, Sandra left Satur Japan Broadcasting Company.
Moody.
Arthur
Burgess,
Stanley
I
prices. Braided rugs, $15 up; balTOOL Shed for sale, built Fall
ance of antique glassware, *4 ' 1956; new materials, $50.
TEL. Robinson, Edgar Bowman, Mer ing for the wedding of his sister. day, May 2. Hostesses will be: day morning for Bangor where
Mi Eto was assisted in coming
In Bangor on May 2 at 8 p. m.
Mrs. Alice Mathews, who has Mrs. Flora McKellar. Mrs. Anni^ they will attend an open house for to th United States by a member the Bangor Symphony Orchestra
price.
MRS. ELSIE WALLACE, Camden CEdar 6-3711.
51*53 rill Howard. Joel Moore. Carl
their
daughter
and
son-in-law,
Mr.
Warren.
Tel. CRestwood 3-2551.
' --------- 7»' Berry. John Perry. Richard and l,Pen spending the winter in Rox- Lehto. Mrs. Violet Biimtgon. Miss
of the Supr eme Council for the Al- will present its final concert of the
S1-M
REAL
Robert Robbins. Miles Saunders. ; bllr.v. Mass., with her daughter, Hilda Aspey and Mrs. Abbie New- and Mrs. Cushman Blethen, which lied Powe,s who first heard him 1956-57 season. In addition to the
wall
be
held
at
the
home
of
his
FOB SALE
------------------------------------------------------- and Dale Shaw. Mrs. Arthur Bur-1 Mrs- Genieve Pearson, has re- bert. The nominating committee,
in i concert given for the Army of orchestral numbers, the Combined
Several litters of ARC Reg. I AN entirely renovated and modwill i port on a slate of officers parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Occupation.
Male Chorus of the Bangor TheoCocker Spaniel Pups, Blacks, Buffs _ ern 5 room house in good Cam- gess and Mi- Miles Leach are Iurned home.
Blethen.
Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark French for 1957 and 1958.
and Parti-colored. Males
and I d’en location lor- sale; new’ roof. the leaders.
For four years under a scholar- logical Seminary and Northern
Miss
Marion
Weidman
enter

Mrs. Shirley Bowley. Miss Doris
Females. Fall Prices. Make win- j n^w heating system with baseMrs. Philip Johnson and sons, of Taunton, Mass., and Miss
ship at the Curtis Institute of Conservatory of Music will be fe&derful gifts. Pick your pup while board radiation, 2 bedrooms and Mark and Tracy, who have been Glenlce French of Stafford. Conn., Hyler, Mrs. Mary Creamer, Mrs. tained Thursday evening at a din Music. Philadelphia, he received tured. This concert will be held
I have a supply on hand. Home ! bath. $10,000. For more informaner.
Guests
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gertrude Weaver and Mrs. Mil
special coaching from the fumed in Bangor City Hall.—by G. S.
mornings to 1 p. m.
J tion call the ALLEN INSURANCE at Camp Devens while Mr. John were callers at the George Mar
dred Starrett attended the Pythian Joseph Robinson and Mrs. Bertha violinist, Efrem Zimbalist. On Heiatad.
REED'S COCKER KENNELS
AGENCY. David H. Montgomery son has been stationed there, are tin home Thursday.
Orbeton of Rockland.
61 Pearl Street
(amden, Maine ! Pres., Tel Camden CEdar 6-2296. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mildred Gammon, Mrs. Jubilee at Boothbay Harbor, April
Mr. and Mrs. George Norwood
51>56
52-It Antto Riutta. until Mr. Johnson Edna White, Miss Bertha Storer, 27. Mrs. Bowley, manager of
!
were
called to Saco Friday eve- and daughter, Janice, were din
TWO Parlor Sets for sale. $30
receives his discharge. They will end Mrs. Led a Martin attended Crescent Temple, filled that office
|
ning
Because
of the death of his ner guests Saturday evening of □wls Head
each; also, 2 near new beds, I
I then return to South Penobscot. the Social Club with Mrs. Eunice for the afternoon meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hyssong, Jr.
brother.
John
Norwood.
springs and mattresses, $20 each;
MRS FRANCIS DYER
Summer Cottages
Thursday, May 2. the H.D.A.
X j
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dente of Bean Thursday afternoon.
2 parlor sets, $20 each; several /
Correspondent
Guests Wednesday of Mrs. Vinie West street.
Homes
and
Farms
i meeting will be held at North
? i Cambridge, Mass., are spending
overstuffed chairs. $8 each; divanTelephone 285-MS
Mis. Dorothy Crockett and
Johnson were Mrs. Millard Gile
!
Nobleboro
Community
Hall
at
1.30
ola, $20.
HARVEY GURNEY. <
} j the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
House Lots and
daughter. .Joyce, spent Wednesday
SERVICES
Union.
50*52
I p. m. After the business meeting j of Canton, N. H.. and Miss Edith
J I J- D. Mathews, coming for the
The
School.
Improvement
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jack
Business
Opportunities
Murray
of
Tenants
Harbor.
SPECIAL OFFER!
BUILDING Construction and Re Gertrude Hupper, chairman of the
\ | Alex-Mathews wedding.
Tolman of Rockville.
League will meet Wednesday
Mrs.
Nellie
Ott
who
has
been
$20 Trade-in on $89.95 Special De 6
HARTLEY S. SAVAGE
& | Mr. and Mrs. J. Leon Mathews modeling; also inside finish and Woman’s Division will give recog ! staying for a while in Rockland
luxe Fully Equipped Lightweight s
Mrs. Emma Torrey is ill at her night at 7.30 at the Central School.
cabinet work wanted. WILLIAM nition to outstanding leaders.
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Bicycles. Large selection of bal 7 49'/a Willow Street, Tel. 1946 $
■ LEHTINEN,
Long
Cove,
St.
I has returned to her home on Rus home on Union street. Recent Members of the
refreshment
loon and middlewights. Light )
Mrs.
Mildred
(Brownie)
Schrumpf,
50-52 \ '
George. Tel. Tenants Harbor 11-3.
sell avenue.
REAL ESTATE
callers on Mrs. Torrey were Mr., committec are Mrs Alfred Fre_
weights start at $41.95. HASKELL \
51’53 Home Economics Professor at the
< I
The Johnson Society met Wed- and Mrs. Charles Bowden, Mr.
AND CORTHELL, Camden Maine.
FINE Suburban Building Site
LAWNS Raked and Mowed now University of Maine will talk on i nesday afternoon at the home of and Mrs. Kenneth Bowden, Mr. dette, Mrs. Helen Harvey, Mrs.
__________ _________ _________ 50-tf
SUMMER COTTAGE at Hos- for .sale, about four acres of through October. City limits. Con- salads and salad greens. Tea will
Merle Weeks. Mrs. Vada Bowness,
Strawberry Plants For Sale
cleared land on Dodges Ridge in j tact R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley Lane, be served from 3 to 4. There will Miss Marion Weidman. Sewing and Mis. Eddie Mixer, all from
Howard 17, Catskill and Sparkle mer’s Pond for sale. 4 rms. Lot Rockville.
Mrs. Flora Hary, Mrs. Annabelle
|
was
enjoyed.
Castine.
49*67
Call
RALPH
W
T. l. 306.
_____________
Some furniture incl.
be a display of Mexican objects.
from virus free stock; also Mon 86 x 150.
Stone and Mrs. Rae Wood.
BROWN after 4.30 p. m., Tel.
Recent dinner guests of Mr.
The Baptist Church Choir will
RIPLEY’S
mouth, Maine 55 and Orland. State Price $900. SECURITY REAL
Rockland 1136-W1.
32*54-tf — Home Hug Washing Service —
and Mrs Benjamin Talenbloom meet Thursday evening at the ves
The drill team of the Owls Head
inspected. $2.50—100 or $18—1,000. ESTATE CO.. Doothv Dietz.
WALIMIBORO
COD orders filled. LEROY LUCE, Camden. Phone CEdar 6-2117 or
Now is the time to think about LOST AND FOUND were Mr and Mrs. John Shyne. try after prayer meeting.
Grange has been invited to par
6-3977
52 It
Three Story Warehouse with spring cleaning.
Washington, Tel. 9-14.
CALL 940-K if
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith of ticipate on the program at Acorn
BROWN Rim Glasses in blue The birthday of Mr. Shyne was
Railroad Siding for sale. Building you want your carpets and furni
________ _
_ 49*67
New Jersey arrived Saturday aft Grange, Cushing. Wednesday night
measures 81’x31’. A few minutes ture cleaned and mothproofed case lost in the vicinity of McLain celebrated.
1952 FORD Tudor for sale, Main
School and Masonic Street, last
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver ernoon and are visiting at the at 8 p. m. The meeting will be
from Route 1. Good roof and an 1 right in your home.
All work
line, 6 cylinder, R&H. PAUL SEAweek. Reward. Call at 42 MAabundance of utility water. Con ■ guaranteed.
FOR SALE
VEY, Owls Head. Tel, 285-W2. 49-tf
• 45-tf SONIS STREET or T. l. 661. 51 53 recently entertained at a dinner home of Mr. and Mrs. John Shyne. preceded by a pot luek supper
tact P. L. Spofford, Realtor.
at 6.30.
party in honor of their daughter. Pleasant street.
COMPLETE Slock ol Arc and
I AWN Mowers Sharpened, also
TEmple 2-5270 or 2 9965, Waldo
Gas Welding Supplies. MORRIS
' scissors,
knives.
chisels
and
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, the occa
boro,
Maine.
51-53
Excellent Family House
GORDON &■ SON, Rockland.
During the first five days alter
! planerblades; and welding and BOATS & MOTORS sion being her birthday. Easter ' HcHtert Summons of the Rock49-tf
! i,; .zing.
BERT’S MACHINE I 14 FT. Lapsti-ake Dory Skiff for decorations were used and an
Central Location
on! Awning Co. now has the tele their landing on Iwo Jima, Marine
j
SHOP.
11
Bayview
Square,
Tel.
BUSINESS for sale, Beer and
TO LET
sale. Excellent cond. DUNN & Easter birthday cake. The guest phone installed in his shop on Corps communication crews laid
Extra Large Lot
Variety Store. Excellent location
j 1383-W.
40-tf i ELLIOT. Thomaston.
50-52 of honor received lovely gifts. Rockland street. The number is more than 700 miles of telephone
SEVEN Room Unfurn. House :
in Camden. Price reasonable. Tel.
WILL GO ANYWHERE’.
8 Rooms
LOBSTER Boat for sale. 30 ft. Those present were: Mrs. Ella 1036-M
CAMDEN CEdar 6-9315.
49'54
w
bath to let. Adults o”’y. I For inside or outside painting,
50*tf wire, although operating under
References. TEL. 819-W.
52 54 also paper hanging. Call FRANK long, 9 ft. wide, draws 3 ft water. Russell of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. j
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
heavy artiMery fire and harassed
l'i Baths
Also new 4 cyl. Chris-Craft engine,
WINDOWS & DOORS FOR SALE
STORAGE Space to let—3 large : BRIDGES, JR. The best of work 2 to 1 reduction. TEL. 30 W4. 50*52 Gene Howe of Camden, Mr. and '
Read The Courier-Gazette
by snipers.
3-Car
Garage
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V)
stalls about 30x40 ft. each, suit- ; fully guaranteed.
Tel. Rockland
LIBERTY Type Pleasure Boat Mis. Herbert Crockett and son, |
trinle track. The window with a
able for trucks, trailers, etc. 1624-R.
39-tf
Small Summer House
for sale. Good boat for all the Charles.
reputation, sold and Installed,
CALL 1600 (WRKDL__
52-54
FKEK INSPECTION
laniily. R S. GREGORY. Owis
There will be a special meeting
factory to you by Kenniston Bros.
Shown By Appointment
TWCT Room and Kitchenette
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool Head, Tel. 1162-J.
50 52 of Knox County Camera Club April ;
Exclusive Knox County Distribu
Apt.
to
let,
heated
furnished,
hot
'
cleaned
and
repaired,
reasonable.
Telephone
431-W
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON,
30 at the home of Jim Moore,
water, central. TEL. 823.
52-54 Free estimate. 24 hour service.
23 Gay Street, Rockland Tel.
52-54
EGGS & CHICKS Glen Cove. A movie on the
Tel. ROCKLAND 8680.
33 tf
lAVO
Houses
to
let.
Tel.
THOM
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2986.
ASTON 337 .
52*54
PAINTING and Paperhanging,
Camden CEdar 6-3066.
129-tf
STARTED Sex-link Pullets for German Camera Industry will be ,
HOUSE for sale at Tenants HarTHREE and Four Room Apart- inside and outside work. All work sale. 100 hatched Feb. 28; 400 shown, also any amateur 16mm '
“"12 CU. FT~3uper“Cold White
.
! ..4 4
T I.'* 1
A
f IA ’ C
1-7 rw
, r, A .. 4.. I..4
Izlvt rr I-/ z.z, lz v, z,
guaranteed. Will furnish material. hatched March 7. Also a few small movie
members may want to I
Enamel Meat Display Case for bor. Write LEE ANDREWS. Box ments to let overlooking Rockport Work accepted any place.
AL lots of surplus chicks at reduced
51-53 Harbor; also, one 3 loom furnished
sale, double duty, separate unit; 302, Brunswick, Maine.
bring.
BERT BROWN, Tel. 451-R.
apartment.
HASKELL
«Sr
COR

prices
—
up
to
10
days
old
at
also, cash register with tax key. “LOBSTER plant for sale, two
Mis Vinie Johnson and her
Have your chimneys cleaned.
50-52
day-old price. BYRON MILLS,
O'BRIEN, 242 Limi-rock Street, lobster pounds and three buying THELL, Camden.
17-tf
I
son,
Ray Watts, were in Portland
Waldoboro,
Maine,
Tel.
TEmple
2SMALL
Ground
Floor
Office
to
after 6 p. m., Tel. 875-W.
47*52 stations. Near Rockland. Write
9334.
49-tf Saturday on business Sharon
LITTLE A HOFF8ES
let at 21 Limerock Street, avail
SAVE. Let us install now be BOX L. P., c/o The Courier-Ga able May 1st TEL. 1376 _ 50*52
Building Contractors
51-59
i Watts visited with her aunt, Mrs.
fore rush season. Many leading zette.
Tel. 178-11
THREE Rm. Furn. Apt. to let,
WANTED
Adelaide
Pettegrove in
Owls
makes forced air oil heating sys
50 High Street. Thomaston. Maine
H&C
water,
flush.
TEL.
694-W.
tems. Nothing down, 36 mos.
Head.
50-52 Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
CAPABLE Man with driver’s
terms. Service. Also cast iron
Cousens' Realty
Foundations - Chimneys
THIRD Floor Furn. 3 Rm. Apt.
license wanted for all around , Mis. Robert McIntosh and chilfurnaces.
Free mixer, toaster,
Remodeling
&
House-Builders
to let, H&C water, waste removal.
| farm work.
Call in person at ! dren, Robert, Bruce and Sandra,
Baainess Opportunities
skillet, or steam iron. Write to
Free Estimates
Adults onlv. No pets. Apply in per
PETER
W.
EDWARDS.
271 Lime i has returned to their home on
day, SUPERIOR HEATING CO.,
Cottages,, Late and Dwellings
110-tf j lock Street.
son at 8 SUMMER STREET. 49-tf
52-51 1 Chureh street after visiting rela351 Sherwood Street, Portland.
SI LIMKKO4 K ST.
Twenty-four
Hour
Photo
Serv

FOUR Rooms and Flush to let.
HOUSEWIVES “Child! en
in tives in Massachusetts.
43*56
ice.
Ask
for
it
at
your
local
store
$6 per week. CHARLES L. CHASE.
school? If you have a few extra
USED Oil Ranges tor sale, white
Miss Janice Kenney spent Frinr
Mt
GIFFORD'S.
Rockland.
Me.
TEL.
1538
172 Camden Street, Tel. 758-J
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas
it* hours—sell Avon Cosmetics. High ' day and Saturday with her aunt
52*54
commissions,
prizes.
bonuses
i
Aero** from Post Office
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO., '
TWO Rm. Apt. with shower to
Contact MRS. E. LEBRUN. Mgr., I and uncle, Mr. and Mis. Albert
Tel 1510.
143-tI l
152-tf
let, heated, hot water; also, large
Young of Camden.
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg jooooooooaoooooooooooooe front loom to let (gentleman pre MISCELLANEOUS Hampden High’ands, Telephone |
Bangor 3258 or Hampden 102, col- | Mis. Stuart Farnham, Stuart,
ular $10 95 for $6.95
NORTH
FOR SALE
ferred). TEL. 323.
49 54
WATCH for opening May 1 of h ct after 6 p. m.
52-54 ii Jr. and Clement, spent Friday in
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
No. 116 -Cushing
GARAGE for rent. 20 Rockland EDDIE ROBBINS' Paint and Wall ~500“ RUNNING Feet Used”Poul
Thomaston.
1-tf
i Bangor.
Three room cottage on salt wa- Street. Call MRS. WOODBURY paper Store, Main Street. Thomastry Wire wanted. 4 or 5 loot width
PIPE FOR SALE
i jer< pier and landing float. Price RICHARDS. Tel. 572-M.
The Methodist Church choir will
48*52 ton. Burgess and Fobes Paint. R. W. TYLER, South Thomaston
Black and galvanized. All sizes $2,100.
to. all ,.customers.
I will
APT. to let, 5 modern rms., first Discount
, .
,
_
51 53 i meet Tuesday evening at the
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
No. 315—Spruce Head
not he undersold; also Brush and
Lime Street.____________________ 1-tf I Five rooms, shed> dUg well. floor: als° 4 rm- aPt ’ with stove
WOMAN wanted to Care for two jj home of Mrs. Amy Miller.
c^.T>c.-T-n. Paint Spraying wanted. Inside and
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Kenney
Price connection. 17 MAIN STREET. outs|de‘ F,.ee estimat(!s. EDDIE children at my home 6 days a 1
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
BABY Parakeets for sale, full Buildings in good repair,
HORIZONTAL
, Thomaston, Tel. Rockland 1051-R. ROBBINS. Tel. Rockland 157(LR
week. Will furnish transportation. '
12-Choicest
line of parakeet foods and mineral $3,000.
38-Parsonage
1-A meal
47-tf ____
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS,
No. 256-Clark Lsland
40- Unit of work (pi.) yj-Long grass stem
7- Alienate the
50*52 THERESA ROBBINS. Tel. 1570-J |
__________
52-lt
14-Put off
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
Bungalow. six
rooms. bath.
41- A flower (pi.)
THREE Rm. Furn. or Unfurn.
affections of
MADAM PO( All ANTES
WHEN IN CAMDEN
16-Spaciousness
Street. Thomaston. Tel 374
1-tf artesian well, electric pump, oil Apt. to let in Rockport.
43- Part of the mouth
8- Sound. as a horn
F. G.
DON’T Discard Your Old or
Character Reader and Advisor
18-lnsipid
44- Canine
10-Wrenches
GOOD USED PARS
furnace, garage, good size lot. PRIEST, 109 Park Street. Tel,
CALL AND SEE OUR
Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
11 Park Street, Rockland
20-Measuring-worm
:?-Acid
45- Makes smaller
We finance our own cars. No Price $5,500.
( 1024.
47-tf
Will solve all problems. She’s NEWMAN for restoring and re- 1
T.
V.
LINE
22-Contrary
to law
14—A pastry
47- A dance
finance or interest charge. MUNNo. 235 Spruce Head Island
FIVE Room Apt. to let, all mod been told by God to help people. finishing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel |
Including Four of the
48- Part of a flower (pi.) 24-Authoritative
!5-Mother Carey's
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North
Four room Bungalow, price, ern improvements. Inquire 6 TAIz Will tell you what you want to 1106-M.________________________ 1-tf j
Leading Make*.
50-Calmer
standards
chickens
Main Street.
__ ___________ 16-tf $2860.
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals
j BOT AVENUE. Tel. 1285.
47-tf know. People come all over the
We give exceptionally good
26-City on Dead Sea
52- Prefix. Half
17-Snare
United
States
to
see
her.
She
has
~ ANTIQUE Rocker, grape design.
No. 346- Noi-th Main St.
Rags
and
Batteries.
I
KU
Allowance For Your Old Set.
(Bible)
FURNISHED
Ant. for one or two helped thousands with problems.
53- Send forth profusely
19-Verbal
for sale, perfect cond. ALICE
S‘x rooms, two bedrooms, bath.
MORRIS GORDON and SON
We Also Handle
28- Hawalian food
54- Traversed again
adults to let.
Central location. She will give you blessings. Do
21-Perch
FERNALD, Tel. 9864V.
50*52 large garage. Asking $7350.
Leland Street
Rockland
RADIOS
and
AITI.DM
FS
29- A metal
2’’-Opinion
References. TEL. 1620.______ 45-tf you fear illness or health? Do you
No. 318— Camden
VERTICAL
150t I I
and HI FI SYSTEMS.
CORN and bean Planter for ■
31-Dipped
23-A bristle (Surg.)
TWO Room Apt. to let. heat, suffer in silence? Get relief from
Bungalow,
overlooking
MegunWe
Give
33-Sharpshooter
1- An insect
sale; also garden seed planter; 1
25- A kitchen utensil
MASON work wanted, chimneys
water and elec., complete kitchen- your troubles today! MADAM
ticook
River,
four
rooms,
two
EXPERT
REPAIR
SERYKK
35- Greek god of love
2Grate
cultivator; John Deere Sulky
26- Snow vehicles
fireplaces, cellar floors, block [
ette.
All
new.
TEL.
492
or
1755.
POCAHANTES
will
find
out
the
On All Makes of T. V.
3- Penetrate
36- Dominate
27- Circle
Plow.
MONT .TCLMAN. Tel. bedrooms, bath, garage under.
foundations, also asphalt roofs
36-tf
and
make
your
dreams
come
and Radio.
4- ln a tilted manner
37- Abound
29- Narrated
263-M2. East Warren.
50*52 Price $14,000.
and general carpentering. AL
tyktcwitokt tl
«
»
4
xv
trUP
Readings
daily
from
9
No. 352—West Rockport
We Have Big Bargains On
39-Box
I’NIURN Three Rm. Apt. with A M
„ p „
s
,a, rcad. FRED NICKLES. Mason, Tei
30- The killing of ones' 5- Drunkards
“ 1951 CHEVROLET green 4 door
USED T. V. SETS
41- Memento
House, barn attached, seven bath to let Elec, stove and re- inKs._An welcome.-Call for ap- 969-M, P. O. Box 493 .
6- Small child
child
23-ti
sedan for sale, power glide, 27.806
All Guaranteed.
42- Clips
7- Twiatad band of
3,-Prefix. Half
50'52
miles. Only one owner and driver. rooms, bath, three bedrooms, frig., thermostatic heat and hot pointment.
ALL
kinds
of
old
painted
com
j
45-Crippled
leaves
32-Sguare wooden
40-tf
WELL! WELL! WELL?
Must be sold for cash to settle new’ floor furnace, thirteen acres, water. TEL. 1616.
modes wanted.
I will pay $1C ,
CROCKETT'S
48- Plum-llke fruit
9-Watched over
blocks
FURNISHED Heated and Un
estate. $800 or best offer. MER-. price 7350.
If
it
Is
water
you
need,
write
!
each
for
the
lift
top
variety.
Will
i
49- By
10A
telegram
34-Appretches
RADIO • ELECTRIC SERVICE
No. 353
heated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley. R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill- also pay top prices for all kinds
TON JOHNSON, Howe Hill, Cam- j
51-Unsxploded
ahsll
11Cease
36-A
wager
15 Mechanic St. Tel. CE 6-2101
Duplex, 10 rooms, two flushes, Broadway.
Tel. 1234, or 77 Park ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135, 1 of old pine and maple furniture
den. Tel. ROger 3-4177. __ 51-53
( amden, Maine
good
cellar,
$600
yearly rentals. Street. Tel. 8060.
29-tf
” BALED Hay for sale; also, 2
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment [ in any quantity. Write or phone
50-52
THREE Room Apartment on plan also available, no down pay- ‘ W. J. FRENCH. 10 High Street
used 7:50-20 truck tires. W. L. Price $3500.
AUSTIN
D.
NELSON
&
CO.
OXTON. West Rockport. Tel. Cam
Main Street to let, unfurnished, ment necessary. Member of New Camden, Maine . Tel. CEdar 6 |
Licensed Real Estate Brokers
den CEdar 6-3961
51-53
heated. TEL. 1870.
11-tf j _
England' and National Association, j 3759.
ifi-ti i
P. O. Box 564
63 1’ark St.
WHY PAY RENT?
—
WOOLEN Braided Rugs for sale;
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up We are able to book more work :
Tel 928
Keek land. Me.
i-tf
also, new woolen materials for
stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-tf now.
50-52
OWN
YOUR
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding I
hooking, braiding. Rugs made to
Clayt Bitler
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
order. MRS. WALTER MATSON,
OWN
HOME
ment to let, hot and cold water promptly done. All work guaran
that give* you plenty of Blood
Yet Feel More Like
CO7T4GFS
Star Route, Thomaston, Maine.
lOMfS
building Iron for more strength
supplied.
Located in
BIckneb teed. R. F and D. R. EATON Tel. ,
Wants To See You About
* 48 Plan* To <’hoo*e From
51*53
energy—previous Iodine plus
106-tf
Bieck Not heated CHARLES E 361-W Rockland
Staying in Bed—Tired and
♦ Complete Quality Materials
a
generous supply of Bt and B-.’
“1957 WILLYS Station Wagon for
BICKNELL II
Realtor
Phone
♦ Fa*y Rent-Like Payment*
Fly Northeast Airlines, ronner
St?
Goodyear
Tires
Vitamins.
Worn-out, Discouraged Folks lacking these needed Min
sale. 4 wheel drive. Mileage 6,000.
IR47-W
S2-tl tion*
* Low As S35 per Month
made
for
all
lines
A. M. CHARLTON, Damariscotta
135-ff
Chances are you're not getting erals and Vitamins would do well
FURN? and Unfurn Apts to let i Giffords Rockland Me
89-tf
NO MONEY DOWN
Mills. Tel. DAM. 449-11
51-53
your full daily requirement* ot to try FEKBIZAN. Take It for 30
Adults. Inquire in person nt 11
GROSSMAN
HOMES
PAINTING
and
Paperhanginr
Important
Minerals and Vitamin* days with the understanding that
CESSPOOLS ANO SEPTIC TANKS
“ SECOND Hand Crawford Kitchen
JAMES STREET.
108-tf
from your daily food.
you must feel better—look better
Cleaned, repaired and installed aside and out. all work posltiveb
Local Representative:
Stove with oil burners and h. w.
When nothing seems to be—work better and rest better—
THREE rms. plus new full bath Automatic
cleaning equipment. ,-uaranteed Will furnish material
CLIFFORD TAYLOR
coil for sale, good condition. Also,
wrong
otherwise,
what
you
should
be completely satisfied or your
Ro<kland Maine
and new Youngstown sink to let. Free inspection and estimates. Work accepted Warren to Camden
71 Elm Street
Camden. Maine
copper hot water tank. Call
try is FEKBIZAN—the new won money back. Start taking
1647
W
furn.
or
unfurn.
Adulta
pref.
Ref.
Estimates
free.
VAN
E.
RUS

SANI
SEPTIC
SERVICE,
locally
derful iodine-iron reconstructive EEKRIZAN this very day —104
CEdar 8-2327
TEmple 2-9905. GERTRUDE SIM
required.
Inquire in person at owned and operated. Tel. Camden SELL.
Tome and dietary «<nnni»*ment TrMpH only 11 .58.
Phone (76-M, Post Office
40-T-64
MONS. Bradsford Road, FriendCOMMERCIAL

estate

For Folks Over 40
Who Drag To Work

ship.

51-53

U JAMES ST.

138tf CEdar 6-3667.

72-tf Box 70X, Rockland.

7J-tf ,

GOODNOW’S PHABMACY

Teetday-Thurtday-Saturdaf
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y^cialjeiatters

J

SAYWOOD-COUSENS NUPTIALS

1I

11

1,

Miss

r

Margie

Anne

Ccusens.

daughter of Mr. anJ Mrs. Kenneth
5 r

Cousens of Wanen, and Richard

C. Sayward. son of Mr. a id Mrs.
Earl Sayward cf Roikland. were
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards
and son Philip, motored to Forest
ville. Conn., over the weekend
where they were guests of Mt.
and Mrs. John F. Stevens. They
were accompanied on the return
trip by their son Howie, who had
The Odds and Ends will meet at been spending his school vacation
the church Thursday at 7.30 with with his aunt. Mrs. Stevens.
Mrs. Sybil Ornc, Mrs. Carolyn
The annual banquet of the Ru
Pendleton and Miss Madeline
Philbrick as hostesses. Members binstein Club scheduled for Thurs
are reminded to take all their day night has been postponed until
coupons so the necessary silver May 9 at 6.30 at the Thorndike Ho
tel.
Miss Dorothy Lawry and
and dishes may be ordered.
Mrs. Nathalie Snow are chairmen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gregory of the dinner and program.
and sons, David and Donald are
The Anderson Auxiliary will
spending a few days in Boston
while Mr. Gregory is on a buying meet Wednesday night at 6 o'clock
trip in the interest of Gregory’s at the G.A.R. hall for a supper
followed by a business meeting
Clothing Store.
at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pendleton
Beta Sigma Phi will hold a semiand nephew Kenneth Ilvonen have
arrived at tbeir Rockland home formal banquet Thursday evening.
after spending the winter at their 6.30 at the Thorndike Hotel. Fol
lowing the dinner, president, Mrs.
home in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Donald Kelsey. Jr., will give
The banquet committee of the the Pledge Ritual and Mrs. Lloyd
B.P.W. Club will meet Wednesday Painter and Miss Beryl Borgerson
night at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. the Ritual of Jewels.
Irene Adolphsen, Grove street.
The Women’s Association of the
The Fidelis Class of Littlefield Congregational Church will meet
Memorial Baptist Church met at Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock
the church Wednesday night with in the church parlors for their
over 30 members attending. The regular monthly meeting and elec
meeting was opened with devo tion of officers.
tional services by Miss Margaret
Dorman followed by a business
The Nurses' Guild meeting will
meeting
conducted
by
the be held Wednesday night at 8
president, Mrs. Marie Thurston. o’clock at the home of Lorna Clark
Plans were made for a mother and in Rockport. The guest speaker
daughter banquet in May. At the will be Roger Ray from H. M.
close of the session, Mrs. Marieta Payson Co., Portland, whose topic
Stanley was feted at a surprise will be "The Small Investor.”
stork shower and presented manyRockland Emblem Club will
dainty gifts in a gaily decorated
basket. Refreshments were served hold its regular business meeting
by Mrs. Betty Thurston, Mrs. Thursday at the Elks Home at 8
Betty Murgita. Mrs. Helen Heald. p. m. There will be a rehearsal of
Mrs. Louise Hilshey and Mrs. old and new officers immediately
following the meeting. Refresh
Dorothy Gardner.
ments will be served, with Vivian
Social items, parties, weddings, Edwards hospitality chairman, in
guests, all personal news for the charge.

Ml. and Mrs. Richard Staples
and Mrs. Theodocia Foster have
returned from Lynn. Mass., where
they attended the wedding of Mrs.
Staple's cousin. Miss Patricia Mc
Kinnon on Saturday afternoon.

united in marriage in a nuptial
Mass at 9.30 o’clock Sunday in
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
Rockland. The double ring serv
ice was performed by Rev.
Ernest O. Kenyon.
The traditional •■vedding music
was played by Mrs. Richard
Spring, the church organist
A
reception followed in the Under j
croft.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, chose for her wedding
a white knitted dTess and gold ac
cessories.
She carried a white
prayer book with orchid.
Mrs. Thornton Edwards cf War
ren, was maiion of hfnor, and
Melody Mank was flow, r girl.
She wore a white nylon dress and
carried a basket of rose petals.
The best man wa- Robert Say
ward. brother of th • bridegroom

Rockport Couple
Wed In Florida

Feted Thursday
A wedding reception was tend
ered Mr. and Mis. Cushman

Blethen Thursday evening at the
Rockport Boat Club. The room
was decorated with Easter lilies
and the center light was decorat
ed with white streamers and a
white wedding bell. The reception
was arranged by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Lermond.
Mr. and Mrs. Blethen were re
cently married at Palm Beach,
Fla.
The guest book was passed by
the bride’s sister. Miss Sandra Up
ham. Mrs. Helen Staples was in
Harold L. Karl has returned to
his Granite street home following
a severe case of pneumonia at
Knox Hospital.

Serving at the Car. '-r Society
office the remainder of the week
are: Tuesday, Mrs. Otto Iovine of
Warren; Wednesday, Misj Nora
Seaver of Thomaston and Mrs.
John Garnett of Rock’and; Thurs
The Opportunity Class of the day. Mrs. Hattie Sncw and Mrs.
First Baptist Church will meet Richard Fowler of Rockland;
Thursday at 7.30 with Mis. Ethel Friday, Miss P< g <y Simms of
Colburn. Camden.
Clark Island and Mrs. Joel Miller
of Thomaston.

Courier-Gazette
may
be
tele
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchenbaugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or
left at her home, 161 Limerock
street.
tf

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION NOW

MOTHER'S DAY DINNER
Featuring

ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF

At The Thorndike Hotel
Phone 1485
52-53&5S-56

Serving from Noon TUI 3 P. M.

The early Teen-agers of the
First Baptist Church participated
in a progressive supper Friday
evening. Those helping to make
it an enjoyable evening were Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rackliffe, Dr.
and Mrs. Luther Bickmore, Mr.
and Mrs. Earle Bell Mrs. Carlton
Wooster and Mrs. Ansel Young.
Young people
attending were
Carol Philbrook. Nancy Young,
Brenda Hill. Donald Pomroy, Ed
ward Ericson. Carlene Wooster
Linda Fifleld. Margaret Dow,
Carole Rackliffe, Marshall Mer
riam, Roger Morang, Bruce Fifield, Betty Lee Clark. Barbara
Morang. Paul Alden, Rebecca
Bickmore. Richard Argyle and
Linda Johnsen

and the ushers were Robert Hus
sey of Warren and Robert Hanscom of Rockland.
The bride's mother chose for
her daughter's wedding a laven
der dress and corsage of yellow
roses. The bridegroom’s mother,
Mrs. Sayward wore a flowered
sheath dress with redingote, pink
and avocado accessories, and cor
sage of yellow roses.
Serving at the reception were
Joanne Cousens. Earlene Sayward and Estelle Best.
Gloria
Kenniston circulated the guest
book.
Following the service the couple
left by car on a short wedding trip
of unannounced destination.
On
their return they will reside in
Warren.
The bride is a graduate of War
ren High School. Ciass of ’55, and
is employed at the H. D. Bowdish Store in Thomaston.
The
bridegroom is a graduate of
Rock’and High School, Class of
56, and is employed at the First
National Stores in Rockland.

charge of the gifts, and Mrs. Ar
lene Moody and Miss Erla Thibo
deau presided over the punch
bowl. Refreshments were served
by Miss Beverly Clough. Miss
Barbara Rhodes and Mrs. Phyllis
Johnston from a beautiful table
set with a centerpiece of a bowl of
carnations
and
snapdragons,
flanked with white tapers.
The wedding cake was made byMrs. Bertha Cox, grandmother of
the bride. The bride cut the first
piece and Mrs. Cox continued cut
ting the cake. The bride and her
mother and grandmother wore
carnation and jonquil corsages.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. William Lermond, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Staples, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs.
Frank Johnstone,
Miss
Sandra Upham, Bonny Thurston,
Mrs. Bertha Cox. Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Kenney, and Janice, Miss
Barbara Rhodes, Miss Beverly
Clough, Mrs. Fanny Oft, Charles
Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Young. Mrs. Cora Upham,
Mr.
and Mrs. Erwin Sprague
and Jean. Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Clough. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell, Mrs. Thomas Farley. Mrs.
Cassie Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Hocking, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Moody. Mrs. Leola Stoffel, Mrs.
Franklin Start, Jr.,
Mrs. Royce Carroll. Miss Erla
Thibodeau. Mrs. Nancy Compton.
Mrs. Marion Cash, Miss Hazel
Wall, Rev. C. M. Small, Mrs.
Blanche Carver, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. P.
B. Sharpe, Mr. and Mrs. George
Grey, Jr.

League To Hold
Biennial

Convention
Mrs. Horatio Cowan of Rockland

will present the annual report of
the League of Women Voters of

Rockland at the biennial conven
tion of the League of Women Vot
ers of Maine, May 14 at Falmouth.
The two-day session, May 14 and
15. will be held at the Portland
Country Club in Falmouth, with

Brighten her springtime...
My Beloved

makes the
\

f
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■ ■■
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most oj
your
J>g“re

ROCKPORT COUPLE WED 45 YEARS

(

*

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Miller

Mr. and Mis. James H. Miller
of Rockport were honored on the
occasion of their 45th wedding an

niversary at a reception held at

the home of their son. Maurice E.
Miller on Broadway in Rockland
Sunday. Tendering the reception
were Mrs. Maurice Miller. Mrs.
Harold Graffam of Bath and Mrs.
Carroll Merrill of Rockland.
The couple were married May
1. 1912 at Rockport by Rev. Mr.

United States Council at Washingington in May. The convention
Representatives of Leagues in will close Wednesday afternoon
Rockland. Waterville, Portland, with a workshop for local league
South Portland. Kittery, Orono, presidents and board members.
Falmouth and Brunswick will at
tend as delegates, alternates and
Committees Named
observers.
Highlights of the two-day ses Fcr Theatre Guild
sion. at which new officers for
The Knox County Theatre Guild
1057-59 will be elected, will be
the
presentation
of
Richard met with George Sleeper, the
C.
Rowson.
regional
repre president of the Guild and General
sentative for the Foreign Policy
Chairman of the Annual State
Association, who will speak on The
American People and Foreign Convention of the Maine Council of
Policy at the banquet Tuesday at Little Theatres Saturday evening
7 p. m. Guests may attend this at Crescent Beach Inn.
portion of the program.
The chairman named the follow
Rowson. a graduate of the Uni ing committees to work on the
versity of California at Berkeley,
Convention to he held at Rockland
is a specialist in the field of Rus
on June 2:
sian-American relations. He spent
Decorations: Mis. Dorothy Bor
two years of graduate study at the
gerson, chairman, Mis. Marie
Russian Institute of Columbia
Reed and Mrs. Myrtle Nelson.
University; he holds the degree of
Hospitality:
Graham
Rush,
Master of International Affairs
chairman, Mrs. Constance Macfrom Columbia University School
Phail, Mrs. Betty Ann Virchow,
of International Affairs.
Mrs. Susan Look, Mrs. Dorothy
From 1944-47 Rowson served
Gordon.
with the U. S. Navy in the Far
Reservations: Mrs. Joyce Champ
East and has since spent much
lin and Miss Ruth Rogers, cotime in Europe. After attending
chairmen.
the first meeting of the Council of
Program:
Joseph
Emery,
Europe at Strasbourg, he pubChairman. Esther Wolfe.
lishe! material on its activities
Publicity: June R. Champlin,
and accomplishments.
Jr., chairman, Marion Lane.
At the luncheon Tuesday two
Properties: Richard Hodsdon,
speakers will
report on the
chairman, E. Allen Gordon; Law
League of Women Voters of the
rence Blood, Larry Kent.
Refreshments: Margaret Sleep
er. chairman, Eva Rogers, Cyn
thia Richardson, Harold Look, Jr.,
Helen Hoffses, Alice Soule.
All other members and friends
are asked to work with these com
mittees.

Vere Crockett introduced Henry
Weinberger of 20th Century Fox.
who told the group that extras
would be needed for the filming of
"Peyton Place" and those interest
ed should register at the Camden
Chamber of Commerce
after
Wednesday.
I
Refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Margaret Sleep
er, following the planning meet
ing.
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for Mothers Day
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Ross of the Methodist Church.
Mrs. Miller is the former Amy
Merrill of Rockport. Children of
the Millers are Maurice Miller of
Rockland and Mrs. Harold Graf
fam of Bath.
Mr. Miller has been the village
barber in Rockport for the past 47
years and is still active.
Decorations for the reception,
which was held from 3 to 5 p. m.
Sunday, included a centerpiece of
spring flowers with blue tapers.

the Falmouth League in charge of
arrangements.

give her
MUGUEIdes

,L‘

More decorations tor valor have
been awarded, per man, to the
submarine service than any other
Navy branch.

Delightful fragrance of love and luck...
so light... so youthful...
creates a new zest for living!

mar

Women love a bra that gives a high and rounded
uplift, naturally. That's why My Beloved is so
popular. Formaid’s secret is in the three-part
cup, masterfully cut to give you the figure of

your dreams.
Tub it a thousand times, it will never lose its
shape, because the shape is cut right into the bra.
In blush pink or daisy white cotton with satin trim.
Washes in a wink. #314 ... 32-42 A, B & C

(

College Grad Twice
That Of '47
"Business needs general practi

tioners

as

well

specialists",

as

Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., p’acement

director at Bowdoin College, said

today in his annual report to
President James S. Coles.
"A liberal arts education is a

practical education for one choo.?- j
ing a business career”, Mr. Ladd j
continued.

"Today’s

graduates

are tomorrow's business leaders. '
Liberal arts skills may not be so
immediately applicable to a spe
cial situation as those with a tech
nical background, but they can be
just as fundamental, they cover
a wider range of activities, and
they usually are more adaptable". |
The Placement Bureau report
shows that more than 120 business
and industrial officers have visit
ed the Bowdoin campus this year
to interview seniors.
Starting
salary offers range from $3,600 a
year to better than $5,400 with the
average just over $4,8C0, of $401
per month.
"A number of firms”, said Mr.
Ladd, “which previously consider
ed an engineering degree a neces
sity have now revised their think
ing and are willing to dicuss
career opportunities with well
rounded liberal arts men for their
training programs.
This year
again technical graduates were in
short supply and much in demand.
In general, business firms are bi
coming increasingly aware that
they have not given sufficient a*tention to the fact that a com
pany's future lies to a great de
gree in the proper selection and
training personnel.”
Bowdoin seniors listed oppor
tunity as the most important fac
tor to be considered in accepting
a position.
Other factors were
rated in the following order: 2.
type of work offered; 3. training
and educational programs; 4. lo
cation and kind of community; 5
working conditions; 6. company
reputation and future plans; 7.
salary and fringe benefits.
“This year more Maine firms
were visitors and opportunities in
New England were generally con
sidered favorably by the seniors.”
Looking ahead to next year, Mr.
Ladd commented, "Trends indi
cate that in all probability there
will be more campus industrial
visits in 1958, more college gradu
ates needed in industry, more job

otters at higher salaries. Salaries
today average $401 per month as
against $383 a year ago. Thia
figure is almost twice the average
starting salary of ten years ago.

"The most active opportunities
in 1958 for the liberal arts man
will he in the fields of advertising,
accounting,
sales,
production,
marketing, and all aspects of in
surance and finance. There will
be many opportunities as well in
research, for chemists biologists,
physicists anti mathematicians”.
A youngster's life is infinitely
more precious than all the time
we could possibly save by driving
just a little too fast. Our Gover
nor's Committee on Highway
Safety says: “Drive with great
care wherever children may be ex
pected. Remember, always expect
the unexpected from youngsters”.

THE COFFEE POT
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
TUESDAY, APRIL 30
Tomato Juice
Beef Tenderloin a la Deutsch,
Potato, Vegetable, Rolls,
Dessert, Coffee
SI.25

Fresh Shrimp Creole with
Long Grain Itiee, Vegetable,
Rolls. Coffee
95c

Baked t hicken Pie, Family
Style, Vegetable, Rolls,

SI.00

Dessert, Coffee

Have YOU Tried Our Broiled
Stuffed Giant Fresh Shrimp?

"Symphony
Players"
Presented by O. E. 8. Circle

Federated Church, Thomaston
SATURDAY, MAY 4-8 P. M.
Social Reception
DONATION $1.00
Public is cordially Invited.

51-52 and 54

Films Developed
ENI ARGED

8

jf MB

EX-41 MIM) PRINTS

. IX AI.BIM8
■
w
I? EXP 60c — 16 EXF NOc
26 EX I’ *1.60 — 36 EXP *1.73
— < OI.OK DEYEIzOPED —
8-12-16 EXP KOLI44 *1.00
26 EXP KOI.bg SUM
36 EXP KOLI.S *2.36
Please Remit With Coin Or Check

DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Box 546, Dept. A
BAR HARBOR, MAINE
39-tf

A

7
Toilet Water and
Solid Cologne, 2.00

Dusting Powder and

Toilet Water, 2.00

Our For Storage gives you
guaranteed protection against
moths, heat, humidity, fire and
theft. Insured, full value.

Sachet and
Toilet Water, 1.75

STANDARD LOW RATES

Call 1995 for Information

A LOAN HERE PAYS
BILLS THAT ARE

-

DUE ^D LEAVES

I

'BENEFICIAL" IS

WORE CASH EACH
THEWS-

MONTH FOR YOU!

FOR A FRIENDLY LOAN. MADE
YOUR OWN WAV JUST PHONE
OR SEETHE MANAGER TODAY!
Loam S2S to $2500 — plus life insurance at no extra cost

356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH M«■ line.. . Phone: 1133
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
twill mod, I, tnidmli ,1 all wirwndin| l.wni • 1mm oln mod, k, moil

SENTER-CRANE'S
STORE HOURS:

STORE HOURS: 9 to 5. FRIDAYS 'TIL 9.

52*56

Starting Pay Of

tTHE PLACE TO GO!
_

Sentei-CioHe'ft

FRIDAYS 'TIL 9.

bodice, pink accessories and cor
sage of pink carnations. The
bridegroom’s mother, Mrs. Alex,
wore a gown of grey lace over
pink taffeta, matching accessories
and corsage of pink carnations.
Assisting in serving at the re
ception were Mrs. George Luce,
Jr.. Miss Joan Maxey and Miss
Janet Philbrook. Mrs.
Harry
Dente, aunt of the bride, finished
cutting and serving the bride’s
cake after the bride and bride
groom had cut the traditional first
piece.
Mrs. Richard Butler of Warren
was the gift hostess, and Mrs.
Peter Alex of Camden circulated
the guest book.
Following the reception the
couple left on a short wedding
trip by car. The bride’s travel
ing ensemble was a blue-grey
wool suit with navy accessories.
On their return they will make
their home on Orange Street in
Rockland.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Donald Mathews
of Warren. She is a graduate of
Warren High School, and was
previously employed at the
Sylvania Electrical Products. Inc.,
in Waldoboro.
The bridegroom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Alex of 13 Orange Street, Rock
land. He is a graduate of Rock
land High School. He served
three years in the U. S. Marine
Corps, and is employed at Bonnar-Vawter, Inc., in Rockland.
Out of town guests were: Mr.
and Mrs. Staure Vangel of Springfield, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. J.
Leon Mathews of Tolland. Conn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dente
of Cambridge, Mass.

NEED CASH FOR
L THE BILLS YOU OWE?

prices plus lax

STORE HOURS: 9 to 5.

At a 2 o'clock ceremony in a
setting of wh.te chrysanthemums
and snapdragons, in St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church Sunday, Miss
Joan Marilyn Mathews, became
the bride of Christy Steve A’ex.
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon per- I
formed the double ring service, j
Mrs. Richard Spring, the church
organist. played the wedding
music.
A reception follcsved at
the Thorndike Hotel.
Given in marriage by her
father, Mr. Mathews, the bride
wore a princess style gown of
Chantilly lace over white bridal
satin, fashioned with a scalloped
neckline, fitted bodice and long
sleeves. Her bouffant skirt ter
minating in a cathedral length
train. Her veil of imported illu
sion was caught to a cap of seed
pearls, and she carried a white
prayer book with a white gardenia.
Mis* Carolyn Philbrook was
maid of honor. She wore :i ballerina length gown of white em
bossed nylon over nile green
taffeta, fashioned with a fitted
bodice and bateau neckline. She
carried a colonial bouquet. The
bridesmaids,
identically gowned
in ballerina length gcjvns of or
chid and yelfow nylon over taffeta
and carrying colonial bouquets
were, Mrs. Peter Eagen, sister of
the bridegroom, and Mrs. Leland
B°ggs, Jr., cousin of the bride.
The best man was George Alex,
brother of the bridegroom, and
the ushers were Warren Philbrook
of Warren and John Sulides of
Rockland.
The
bride’s
mother,
Mrs.
Mathews, wore a rayon crepe
gown of teel blue, with lace

LOANS TO PAY BILLS

Also available in: New Perfume Spray Purser, 3.50; Perfume Lock Atomizer. 6.50 to 22.50

SeKla-Cwe'ft

ALEX-MATHEWS CEREMONY

9 to 5 — FRIDAYS "TIL 9
92*90
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